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Conversationall Coherency

Rachel Reichman

1. Introduction

While classes are given to teach the rules of writing, conversational

speech has often been thought of as'a rule-free, process of communication. The

analysis of actual dialogues forces one to reject such an hypothesis and to

recognize that oral speech is a rule governed mode of communication.

This paper demonstrates that the conversations in which people partake

daily are highly structured and formally analyzable entities. Some of the

implicitly understood rules used by the participants in a conversation are made

explicit and formalized. These rules identify some of the necessary elements of

a coherent conversation, and their violation results in a breakdown of this

coherency.

This research rests upon the assumption that we all have some notion of

'coherency'. My goals are to identify some procedures by which a person

analyzing a conversation can formally -plain a conversation's seeming coherency

incoherency, and to specify some steps

maintain coherency in their conversations.

he firc cess by which participants

(1) A complete model of such a process would Shave include inter _alia a

semantic component that was capable of detenmlning, for example, that the event,
'Alice hit Bob,' was an example of the generic activity, 'Person X hitting
Object Y'.

4
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1.1 Application To Current Research On Reading And writing.

in studying the literature, one notices a renewed interest on the part

educators and cognitive scientists in the tasks of reading and

recent work by Rubin (1977) stresses the necessity of differentiating between

the skills required ire oral and written communicatic na As Rubin correctly

points out, a switch in the medium of communication from oral to written ofte

influences many aspects of the communicative process such as: concreteness Of

reference, interaction involvement, spatial and temporal commonality, etc.

Rubin rejects the traditional position which contends that reading comprehension

= oral comprehension skills + decoding. Moreover, she feels that tt is qUite

possible that children might have to unlearn many of the skills of oral

communication to achieve reading competence. While the work undertaken here

does not delineate the cognitive skills required in reading, writing, or

conversational speech, the findings may nevertheless, help those studying a

child learning, or having difficulty with, reading and writing.

As noted above, this work describes the nature of conversations and

formalizes rules used by conversant in the process of oral communication. The

paper demonstrates that speakers use linguistic mechanisms that parallel

accepted conventions of what appropriately follows what in conversation. Since

a reader's first contact with language is usually in the form of oral speech, it

follows that s /he will initially attempt to apply those skills acquired for

speech to the task of reading. What are those skills? What are these

assumptions that s/he uses in oral communication that s/he probably assumes will

apply to reading? Do they apply to reading, or as Rubin suggests, do they have

to be unlearned? in order to answer these questions we obviously have to know

more about the processes of both oral and written communication.

-2-
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After reading this paper, the researcher interested in reading and writing

will have some notion of the expectations and assumptions that a child will most

likely be bringing to her/his first encounter with these tasks. The researcher

can then use this knowledge in some of the following ways:

") As an aid -n identifying the underlying structure of written material

and the rules governing this mode of communication. Knowledge of the types of

rules and relationships occurring in oral speech can be used as a guide for

Analysis of alternative modes of communication.

(2) As an aid in teaching. a child to read. Having found similar

structures and rules by a curriculum for teaching reading can be

constructed wherein a teacher can take advantage of the language skills that the

child is bringing to this task. The structures and mechanisms found in writing

that are isomorphic in nature to the ones in oral communication should be so

explained to the child. For example, a linguistic clue word may be used in oral

communication to indicate a shift in topic while a paragraph indentation is used

in written material. This correspondence could be pointed out to the child.

(3) As a means of identifying the source of a child's difficulty in

reading and planning ways to alleviate this difficulty. A child's difficulty

with reading may be due to written material lacking isomorphisms to rules and/or

structures appearing in oral language. If these rules and/or structures can be

identified we could then explain to the child their inapplicability to written

text, thereby preventing misinterpretations on her/his part. Add onally, if

new rules or structures surface in our analysis of written material, we could

plan our teaching curriculums so that the new, unfamiliar, items would be

heavily stressed.
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1.2 Details of Methodology

I decided to approach this area of research by taping actual conversations

that. transpired betweer people. My aim was to describe what rules or

regularities, if any, govern the sequences of utterances thin a conversation.

The findings, specified below, are the result of a detailed analysis of two

taped recordings of free dialogue; each recording is about forty-five minutes

long. These findings were then used in an analysis of four additional taped

recordings each about a half hour in length. These later tapes supported and

evidenced the predictions specified in the theory. In all, eight people were

recorded. Each conversation occurred naturally between two friends, who were

aware that they were being taped.

specific goals in the endeavor.

The individuals involved were all young female adults. Their conversations

They did not know, however, any of my

deal in the main with personal aspects of their lives and people that they know

in common. I believe that the rules formalized do apply to a much wider mInge

of population and type of discourse. To confirm this hypothesis, as the next

stage of this research I plan to study different kinds of conversations and

conversants of various ,ages and social relations.

1.3 A Conversation Analyzed

Consider the following excerpt of an actual conversation between two

friends, Sue and Amy.(2) Sue has just recently broken up with her boy friend,

(2) Al.I names, appearing in the transcripts are fictional. Underlines have been

used for reference purposes later in the work. There is no correspondence

between the underlines and intonational stress pattersns. Gestural movements,

facial expressions, intonation patterns, and length of pauses, are not reflected
in the transcripts or in the analysis. I believe that my conclusions are
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Albert, and is describing to Amy the circumstances of the breakup and her

present emotional state. The parsing structure on the right and the underlines

can be ignored for the present; they will be referred to later. In this and all

other excerpts a comma is used for a short pause, a dash for an incomplete

thought, and a period for the end of single thought.

-EXCERPT 1-

I used to be a very emotional person,
Amy. Do you know i.iat I said about
'Albert? I mean - and Carol pointed this

4. out to me, and it was just so funny -
5. I am so afraid - I mean it's so funny,

6. one of my problems is that I - I - I put
7. everything, my feelings, in a total
8. intellectual basis. I said that - it's
9. funny 'cause, by_ the _way, when I was

10. thinking about- Albert, I was thinking
11. about how I would think about Alber,
19. years from now. You know look back upon
13. it and what context Albert would fit in

14. my life. And my gut phrase was, and 1
15. said, "And th_3t his or wit
16. reall be kind to Albert." That is what
17. said, and she said, "Well you can't get

'18. much more removed than that." And I

19. thought - and I realized that was the
90. terms I put it in. ,That when - Because,
21. you know, it's true, I do believe that. I
22. went through a ve.,'1, healthy thing with

23. Albert, and that is really - no matter
24. what, restored a lot.

That's very important.

S: 26. Yeah, and so for that, no matter what,
27. I mean I can feel angry at him now,

28. Well you had a real relationship.

ic

102

03

Cl

C4

FULL ILLUSTRATIVE
RELATION (Cl - C2)

INTERRUPTION RELATION
(C2 CS)

RETURN RELATION
(C2,CS )

TOTAL SHIFT RELATION
(C2 - C4)

independently discernible and valid, and expect that a detailed analysis of such
prosodicSyould be consistent with my findings. However, I am aware that the
lack of such information may cause a reader some difficulty on their first
reading of the excerpts. Any awkwardness or incoherence that the reader notices
in their reading is probably (unless I specify otherwise) due to this lack. The
actual conversations flowed smoothly.

-5-
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S:

Conversational

Yeah, exactly.

Coherency

A: 30. No matter what.
C4

S: 31. Exactly. And that was real important to
32. me. It proved something to me. It

33. proved that I could, and I didn't know if
34. could. You know? And so - But that's SIMPLE HESPECIFICATION
35. what I said, I said "History will be-kind CP RELATION (C2,C4 C2)

to .Albert-" and she just kinda looked at36.

37. me.

The passage seems to have a number of very puzzling aspects. To mention

but a few -

(1) Why in reference after reference {Lines 10,11,13,16,23) Albert referred

to by name rather than pronominal form, whereas, despite the many intervening

statements between the references, Carol is repeatedly [Lines 17,361 referred to

by pronominal form?

(2) What does 'by the way' [Line 91 tell us about the relationship between the

preceding and succeeding utterances? Why, in this case, is the succeeding

utterance appropriate, whereas, the utterance, "By the way, my dog was run over

by a car a year ago," would be inappropriate?

(3) What is the function of the word 'but' in the sentence, "But that's what I

said..." [Line 34). The usual sense of 'but' is to negate a presupposition in

the preceding clause. However, there is no presupposition in the preqeding

clause to negate. What is 'but' doing then?

The theory proposed in this paper addresses and answers such questions

about the nature of conversations.

1.4 Overview & Relation To Previous Research

Current research on conversational speech- has been heavily centered on

understanding the intent and semantic import of individual utterances or groups
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of utterances within a single domain (Allen & Perrau 1978; Builwinkle, 1977;

Kaplan, 1977; Grosz,1977). Their approaches are based on speech act

interpretation, recognizing the goals and plans underlying a speaker's

utterances, having knowledge about physical and conceptual properties of one's

World, and knowledge of one's conversant's knowledge of this same world. The

research of Dore (1977), and Labov & Fanshel (1977) may also be categorized in

the above group as they also stress speech act interpretation. However, the

works of' Dore and Labov & Fanshel differ in the types and level=s of speech acts

identified as underlying utterances. In addition, Pore and Labov & Fanshel are

not concerned with actually modelling the process of understanding and so need

not be constrained to any particular domain. The works of Bruce- (1977), and

Cohen (1978), are also based on the above types of analyses ( .e., speech act

interpretation, recognition of a person's goals, belief structures, etc.).

However, Cohen's aim is to model the incorporation of speech acts into plans to

achieve non linguistic goals, rather than to model the processes by :which

utterances are understood. And Bruce's concentration is on the analysis of

stories in an attempt t-identify a story's underlying plot, and to recognize

the dynamics occurring therein by the interpretation of speech acts as social

actions.

The analysis of conversation given in this paper differs fundamentally from

the research mentioned above. It stresses the importance of identifying the

structural relationships among groups of utterances in order to explain many

linguistic phenomena and to identify those elements underlying a coherent

conversation, rather than deeply analyzing the semantic- and pragmatic content of

individual utterances. The analysis is content-independent and is concerned

ith specifying some of the abstract mechanisms that participants seem to employ

order to facilitate coherency in their conversations. A comprehensive
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conversational system would necessitate both levels of analysis working

simultaneously on these different aspects of discourse.

Certain features the work of Grosz ( 977) are however closely related to

the work being presented here. Grosz demonstrated that a taskrelated dialogue

has an underlying structure that parallels the structure of .the task being

discussed. This structure can be seen as the relationship of a number of

utterances to each other, which then in turn hierarchically relate as a single

unit to another group of utterances, For example, given a task A which has

subtasks B and C, where subtask B has subtask D, and subtask C has subtasks E &

F', a dialogue corresponding to such a task might have the following type of

hierarchical structure:. (X) a group of utterances related to the overall task A,

(SUB 'X) a group of utterances related to subtask C, (SUB(SUB X)) a group of

utterances related to subtask E, (SUB(SUB X)) a group of utterances related

subtask F, (SUB X) yet another group of utterances related to subtask C.

For each such group of utterances Grosz builds a 'focus space.' All items

mentioned in an input utterance are considered in 'explicit' focus in that

space. For each item in explicit, focus an associated set of items, taken from a

knowledge representation, are considered to be in 'implicit' focus.

A focus space under discussion is called an 'active' focus space; one that

concerns an unfinished topic and may become active again is called an 'open'

focus space; and one whose topic has been fully discussed is called a 'closed'

focus space A new active focus space is created whenever: (1) A ask is

entered, (2) A .iew parallel level task is entered, (3) A new higher level task

is entered, (4) A subf;a-k of any or the above is entered. Criteria (1) through

(4) are determined by the semantic processing of the input sentence and then

finding where in the hierarchically structured knowledge representation this

to

step of the task lies. (In the case of (1) the new active focus space (NA)
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created below the current active focus space (CA) whose ::.,tate, is changed to

open. In general, the structural placement of NA and the change in CA's state

is determined by the hierarchical relationship between the step corresponding to

NA and the step corresponding to CA is closed whenever a'tdsk at the same

or higher level is entered. It is left open whenever a lower level task is

entered. Whenever a_lower level focus space is closed the open focus space

the next highest level be'omes the active focus space

Grosz Used this notion of a focus space with an associated state -- open,

active or closed highlight those items in the knowledge epresentation

that were most relevant to the current discourse for th'e purposes of.anaphoric- .

reference'disambiguation.

The analysis presented in this paper heavily rests upon this same notion

of grouping utterances into separate spaces, recognizing that the structure

underlying a conversation is the set of relationships that hold among these

,spaces, and that at any point in e conversation spaces have different degrees

.on relevancy. The conversations studied in this work were all of an informal

and social nature. Therefore, unlike the work of Grosz, this work does, not rest

upon a global knowledge of a domain structure,and its relationship to the

a major part of this work tostructure of the ensuing conversation.

independently formalize what constitutes a space to identify, and demonstrate

Rather

the importance or, Some general relationships that spaces seem to have with one
c,

another; and to bring to light some of the linguistic mechanisms that speakers

use to indicate these relationships.

Below I .will show how .this notion of grouping utterances into related

spaqes is needed to understand a conve sationgs'coherency. I will also give a

brief overview of some additional elements underlying coherent conversations

that are identified in this work. For the!purposes of clarity of exposition and
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theoretical simplicity these elements are stated in terms of two-party

conversations, although there are clear extensions to conversations with three

or more participants.

(A) The Partitionimr utterances Into A Hierarch Of Context S a e In

a coherent conversation the relationship between successive utterances is clear.

In his study of 'small talk'(3) Schank (1977) formalized some of the

possible relationships that utterances may have with one another. Hfs analysis

was based on keeping track of the discourse topic which he claimed was changed

each time an utterance was made. The new topic consisted of the intersection' of

all the concepts(4) of the old topic with the concepts in the succeeding

,utterance, plus all the new concepts mentioned in the succeeding utterance.
6

Schank's study then showed that an appropriate aucceeding utterance to a

preceding one was one that concerned the concepts of this neW'topic.(5)-

One could infer from Schank's work that coherency depended on each

succeeding utterance's being so' related to a preceding one. Such an inference,

however, would he incorrect. As Schank himself points out, his work was Meant

to-apply to 'small talk', As such, his analysis was based on studying pairs of

sentences, where the first statement of such a pair would, be a remark made by a

speaker A, and the second statement of the pair would be a response to that

statement by a speaker H.

Small talk referscto short interchanges of a superficial nature such
often encounters in a cocktail party.
(4) Schank uses 'concept' to refer to any object, person, location, action,

state, or time mentioned in an utterance.
(5) Schank'S work can be seen as an analysis of a two part process. The first

part of his work, with which I am concerned here, discusses topics and topic

shifts. The second part discusses the procedure. by which people decide what to

say about a given concept once they have decided to-discuss that concept based

on its relevancy to the present topic of discourse. I believe that some aspects

of such a procedure do apply to actual conversation as well as to 'small talk'.

I therefore, would not want the reader to infer from my discussion here that I
consider all of Schenk's work tangential to any theory of actual conversation.

as one
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In actual conversation, one rarely finds this type of paradigm. Rather,

one speaker has usually made a number of statements by the time a second party

is called upon to respond. Often these succeeding utterances do not share

concepts at all, but might refer to events that took place in a single episode.

Using Schank's analysis, these successive utterances would be inappropriately

connected and would constitute radical topic shifts at each turn.

determine the relationship between utterances it is necessary to realize

that their relationship does not depend upon their; sharing concepts. As noted

above, successive utterances must often be seen as constituting a structured

unit. Such a unit shall hereafter be referred to as a 'context space'.(6) Two

utterances are related by either being part of the same context space or by the

relationship between their respective context spaces.

To recognize that line 34 of Excerpt' 1 is not a non sequitur, one must

understand that it introduces a context space whose structural- relationship to

preceding context spaces is understood. As indicated on the right hand side of

Excerpt 1, line 34 lies in context space C2. Its preceding utterance lies in

context space C4, which is made up of lines 21 - 33. The reader' should notice

that immediately before Sue began her discussion of C4 she had been discussing

C2, an episode that occurred between herself and Carol. Quite often

conversation a person will tell a story and then immediately upon completion of

that story begin a new, but related, topic. Upon completion of the new topic

the initial speaker may repeat the-major point of the initial story, for fear

(6) The underlying princiOle'of a context space is the same as that of Grosz's

focus space, i.e., it forms a unit out of a number of utterances. However, as

stated previously, d focus space consisted of those utterances within a dialogue
which referred to a single task or subtask. As I am not analyzing task-oriented
dialogues the utterances belonging to a single context space are of a different

nature. Roughly, a group of utterances referring to a single episode or issue
forms the basis for a context space.
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that in the quick transition this point was lost upon the hearer. Thisds what

has happened in Excerpt 1. The conversation continued to run smoothly as the

listener understood what had taken place, i.e. , that context space C4 had been

completed and that context space C2 was being returned to.

There are many linguistic mechanisms by which context space transitions are

indicated to the listener. One such mechanism is the use of the clue word

'but'. 'But' is used to clOse the context space under present discussion and to

return to one that was previously discussed. This is precisely the function

being carried out by the 'but' on line 34. Rather than denying a presupposition

of a -preceding utterance, it is being used to deny a presupposition of the

preceding discourse. The presupposition being denied by Sue is the likely

inference on the part of Amy that since Sue closed C2 and began a new topic of

discourse in C4 she had finished all dscussion of C2 and would now just

continue to develop C4. Sue uses the clue word 'but' to deny any such

presupposition that Amy might have made based on the discourse structure. A

paraphrase of 'but' here would be something like this: 'Set aside all utterances,

relating to the present topic of discourse. I 14' -hAo return to the topic of

preyious u e ances.'

Thus, to understand the relationship of line 34 to line 33, and

correctly interpret and determine the scope of such alternate uses of linguistic

connectives such as 'but', one needs to have a notion of a context space and

context space transitions.

(B) Role Distinction: Participants seem to alternate between two major

.roles during a conversation. Each role has associated with it certain rights,

obligations and expectations. In the speaker's role, a participant is expected

and entitled to bring up a topic for.discussion, and to indicate items which

s/he wishes to focus upon. In the listener's role, a participant is expected

-12-
L
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and obliged to adhere to the topic brought up by the speaker, and to discuss

those items which the speaker: has brought into focus.

(C) The Discernment Of T From e Relationships: Given that

the underlying cohesiveness of a group of utterances lies in their referring to

the events of a single episode, one still has to determine an appropriate topic

for the narrative. The listener can often determine this topic by understanding

the relationship between the context space-of these utterances and a preceding

one. For example, the context space preceding C2 in Excerpt 1 is Cl, concerning

the issue of Sue no longer being an emotional person. C2 concerns an episode

with a number of event parts, one of which is Sue saying that history will look

kindly .upon her ex-boy friend Albert. Recognizing that this event exemplifies

the issue of Cl enables the listener to understand the relevancy and purpose

the narrative at this particular time in the conversation.

(D) Determining_Focus Levels F m Context_ S +a e Relationsh" A major

deciding upon a topic of a group of utterances lies incomponent selecting

those items of the context space from which the topic is constructed. Grosz
'N17

differentiated between those items that were in explicit focus, implicit focus

and non-focused. It is my feeling, however, that such a differentiation is not

yet sufficient, and that we must also distinguish in importance among thoSe

items in explicit focus.

In the development of a context space a speaker will often introduce many

concepts that are tangential to its main point. Such concepts are often

introduced merely as the vehicle through Which a speaker can.copvey a thought.

For example, to illustrate that John is cute, a speaker may relate an episode

that took place in a park, between John and a' poodle'that s/he saw while on the

way to work. If a hearer, were to give equal importance to all these concepts

s/he would be missing the point of the narrative. Mere mention of a concept

does not imply that a speaker is focusing on is concept.
-13-
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As stated in (B), for an utterance on the part of a, listener

appropriate it must at least concern those concepts that the speaker has brought

into focus. In the above, for example, a response that donee,. rn ed the park or

poodle would be inappropriate. Using the context in which a context space is

cited enables one to understand which of the concepts in a context space are of

direct relevance to the point being:made. In this paper, rules based on context

space relationships are given that assign different 'focus levels' to the items

of a context space n order to capture such a differentiation.

Just as context space transitions are signalled in our speech by such clue

words as 'but', so are the different focus levels attributed to-a concept. Only

those items with high focus. levels will be referred to by pronominal form. This

explains Sue's repeated nonpronominal references to Albert in C2. One aspect of

understanding the point of this narrative rests in the realization that while

Albert plays a role in C2, Sue's focus of attention -is not on him at all.

Differentiating between the focus levels of the explicitly mentioned items

in a context space is necessary both to determine the topic of a group of

utterances (and_ appropriate! response) and to explain-certain of the rules that

seem to govern inter-sentential pronominalization in discourse.

(E ) -Obli a ions Associated With The_Role Of S eaker: As stated in (B), a

speaker is entitled to bring up a topic for discussion-and to indicate those

items that ,/he wishes to focus upon. However, there are certain obligations in

this role as well.

(1)- Connectivity: A speaker's utterances have to clearly follow one another so

that the listener is always able to discern the underlying topic.

(2) Precision: A speaker is constrained to the introduction of a single topic

and is not given license to discuss tangential items.
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shown in (A) and (C), by grouping utterances into a context space that

has a fOrmal relationship to.the context spaces that precede it, a speaker

enables a listener to determine the topic'of her/his utterances. Each type of

relationship has rules that identify the type of utterances that are appropriate

in its constituent context spaces. For example, if an episode cited to

exemplify a particular issue under discussion elaboration upon events which

occurred i \the episode but that were not instances of c.his issue would. be

inappropriate. ; Such elaboration would indicate to the listener that the speaker

was br.inging'up this episode to focus on issues other than the initial one. The

listener would then be confused as to the connection of the narrative to

preceding utterances. At this point the listener would have two options; to

decide that her/his initial expectations were incorrect and reanalyze previous

utterances trying to find a relation between the elaborated-upon events and the

preceding discourse; or s/he could hold onto the initial expectations and

decide that the speaker is being inappropriate The latter alternative is often

chosen- and manifested in a listener's saying, 'Well get to the point already,

okay?'

There are a number of rules that specify what an appropriate utterance

would be in light of preceding utterances. These rules serve to demonstrate

that, while only a single context space may be active at any one time in the

conversation, preceding context spaces can highly affect what can be said within

this active context space. To capture this influence of preceding context

spaces on the current discourse, I have distinguished five states in which a

context spaCe may be at any one time. In the example given above the episode

being cited lies in the active context space, while the preceding context- space

that contains the initial issue under discussion is said to be in a

ntrolling' state.

-15-i3
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(3 The Use

Conversational Coherency

a t -indicators speaker should use linguistic

mechanisms to indicate to the listener the relationship between the context

space s/he is developing and'the preceding ones.

(4) The Use.Of Focus Level Indicators: The speaker's focus level assignments

to the entities of a given context space should also be reflected in her/his

speech,

Context Spaces

Superficially a conversation is a sequence of utterances; at a deeper level

it is a structured entity whose utterances can be parsed into hierarchically

related context spaces'. Roughly, a group of 'utterances that refers to a

single issue or episode forms the basis for a context space. I shall

demonstrate that a conversation may be segmented into a number of context spaces

which stand in certain formal relationships one,to another. The major thrust of

this paper will be on the syntactic mechanisms used by speakers to shift between

context spaces, and to specify what is a reasonable shift of context. It is,

however, first necessary tc discuss what constitutes a single context space

within a conversation.

2.1 Types of Context Spaces and Their Constituent Entities

There are at least two types of context spaces, il/gftgollExIAptagaa, and

eer.gcatA2. The constituent _entities_ of each are the following

abstractions derived from a set of utterances:

An' Issue Context Space:

1. A general issue of concern (which is its topic
2. The actors (and objects) participating in the
3. The time of occurrence of the issue, if any
4. The duration period of this issue, if any

5. Focus level- assignments to each of the above

sue, if any
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6. State of the context space at a given time in the conversation

Consider context space Cl of Excerpt 1.

Actors:

Issue

Time:
,

Duration:

Sue

Sue, in general, putting her feelings on an intellectual basis

The present

From not too far back in the past to present-

An Event Context Space:

1. A particular episode and the events that. occurred therein
2. The actors (and objects) participating in the episode
3. The location at which the episode occurred
4. The time of occurrence of the episode
5. The duration period of the episode
6. Focus level assignments to each of the above
7. A topic of, or point beingexpreesed by, the event context space
8. 'State of the context space at a given time in the conversation

Consider context space C2 of Excerpt 1.

Actors: S_ Carol, and Albert

Main Event: A conversation between Sue and Carol

Event Parts: Sue says to Carol that "history will be kind to Alber
Carol looks at Sue

Time: Past-

Duration: Unspecified

Location:

Topic:

Unsliecified'

Sue in a conversation with Carol, putting her feelings about her
recent breakup on an intellectual basis

All of the utterances in the dialogues studied were covered by these two

types of context spaces. However, 1 expect the analysis of, further

conversations, particularly those of a more explanatory and technical nature,

result in the formalization of other types of context spaces.

17-
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Context Space Relationships

The underlying structure of a conversation is the set of relat onshiPs that

hold among its constituent context spaces. The context space relationships

evidenced in the dialogues studied are listed below. The sequence of context

spaces in the lists represent the order in which the context spaces occur in a

conversation. The lists are written in Kleene Plus notation, i.e., indicates

one or more instances of the item in parenthesis, and indicates zero or more

instances of this item.

Illustrative and e elations, An Illustrative Relation is -a

relation between an issue context space and a succeeding event context space,

. and. is represented by the relation between (1) and (2) below. The Restatement

Relation i,s represented by the relation between 2) and (3).

ssue context space
.2) (An event context space that exemplifies that issue)*

The issue context space of (1) rectated

There are two types of illustrative context spaces:

Illustrative is when the event context space being cited is

Reference

already known to the

listener. This.is the relation between issue context space C1 and event context

space C3 in Excerpt 3, which appears at the end of this section. (2)

Illustrative is_ the listener does not have previous knowledge of the events

the cited event context space. An example of this is the relation between

context spaces Cl and C2 in Excerpt 1. A second example is the relation between

issue context space Cl and event context space C2- in Excerpt=3.(-7)

An Illustrative Relation is usually followed by the Restatement Relation,

in effect closing the issue context space. Its function may be paraphrased by

the following: 'So yes in light of the evidence and illustration of this issue

(7) Labov & Fanshel pp.104-110 also note this relation in their

discussion of the role of a narrative in discourse.
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by these narratives I would agree/or hope that you agree that this iasue i a

real one. Now that we've dealt with it let's go on to talk about something

else.

Generalization Relation. A Generalization Relation is a relation between an

event context space and a succeeding issue context space and is represented by

the relation between (1) and (2) below.

(1) (Event context space)+
(2) An issue context space whose issue of concern is a general activity

discussed in the event context spaces of (1)

The relation between event context space C2 and C3 and issue context space C4 in

Excerpt 3 exemplifies this relation. The general activity that is specified in

C4 and common to both C2 and C3 is P's sensitivity to ._unpleasant situations.

interruption and Return Relations._ The Interruption Relation is represented

by the relation between (1) and (2) below, and the Return Relation is

represented by the relation between (1),(2) and (3) below.

(1) Issue or Event context space
(2) Issue or Event context space that is a digression

(3) Issue or Event context space that is a continuation o

There are three things that can cause ,an interruption: (1) Something

mentioned in the first context space triggers off an association that leads to a

digression. An example of such a digression is context space C3 in Excerpt .1.

A second example of this occurs in Excerpt 2 below. At this point in the

conversation D is in the middle of telling S an experience she had (context

space C1) that showed her the continued existence of discrimination. (Her

opening statement in the development of C1 was, "Speaking of discrimination, I

wanted to'tell you this story, a really good story for you about what happened.

It really shook me. It was really surprising how much discrimination there

still is in 1977.n)
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-EXCERPT 2-

D. 1. He madea comment to me about uh, I'm
2. not too sure what it was, something about
3. the Portuguese people. incidentaliv.
4. .while I was standing. there I noticed that
5. -people Were-speaking what I thought Was
6. Spanish or French. I couldn't really
7. tell, and I asked someone and they said
S. it was Portuguese. And I thought to
9. myself, "Isn't that nice, there are a,lot

10. of Portuguese people here," or you know,
11. foreign people. I like people that speak
12. different languages. It reminds me of

Puerto Rico.

14. This was in Dartmouth, right? Maybe
15. --there's a big Portuguese community there.

D. 16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Yeah, I think it is. It must be. There
were quite a few people there that uh
were first generation, and couldn't
understand what I was saying. And the
younger people would help them out, and
explain to them what I was trying to get
them to taste. And thgre were some young
people that were really funny and I was
really enjoying myself. But he_ ade_a
comment, and I didn't catch what he said
because there was a woman walking right
towards him, and he said, "Did you hear
that?" He said, "That's why you didn't
sell very many."

2

Cl

INTERRUPTION RELATION
(CI - C2)

RETURN RELATION
(C1, C2 - CI)

Something the speaker has been meaning to tell the listener, but has

forgotten, can lead to a digression. For example "Oh I forgot to tell you,

your father called last night and he said to tell you.. .", where the speaker is

reminded of this by a phone ringing-. (3) An external event can lead to a

digression if it either disrupt one's line of thought or warrants immediate

attention, for example, the doorbell ringing.

Subissue and Joinin= Relations, The Subissue Relation is a relation between'

two issue context spaces mediated by at least one event context space.

represented by the relation between (1)

-20-
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esented by the relation between (1),(2),(3), and (5) below. The joining

the issues in (1) and

such a relation with (1

) in (5) is necessary to indicate that (3) stands in

and that what is taking place is not merely an

Interruption Relation. The Joining Relation creates a single Composite issue of

two separate issues of concern. It' says that the second issue is not tangential

the first, but that the first issue is contingent upon the second (e.g., the

second causes the first). (The relation between (1) and (2), or (3) and (4),

an Illustrative Relation, and the relation between (2) and (3) is a

Generalization
0
Relation.)

(1) Issue context space
.(2) (Event context space that exemplifies the issue of (1))+
(3) A new issue context space whose issue is common to the event context

spaces in (2) and is different from that of (1)
(4) (Event context space that exemplifies the issue of (3) alone)'
(5) The issue of the context space in (1) and the issue of the context

space in (3) combined into one issue of concern in either a new issue
context space or the last event context space cited in (2)

An example of a Subissue Relation is the relation between issue context spaces

C1 and C4 in Excerpt 3. P's tendency to notice unpleasant situations and yet not

begin to feel responsible for thedare joitTed on line 55, "I noticed it but I

didn't start feeling guilty about it."

Respecification Relation_ The Respecification Relation is represented by the

relation between (1),(3) and (4) below.

(1) Event or Issue context space fully 'Specified-
(2) (Event or IsSue context space that stands in one of the previously

defined context space relationships with (1))11
(3) (Event or Issue context space that are unrelated, or rented by only a

single concept, to (1))11
(4) Event or Issue context space of (1) rediscussed

The major distinction between a Respecification and a Return is that in the
r.

Return Relation a speaker is obliged to return to the previous context spa- in

the Respecification Relation the returned-to context space- has been fully

specified and does not demand a return. It differs from the Restatement

-21
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Relation in that the Restatement Relation is used merely to restate and close

the issue context space of an Illustrative Relation. Its function is to mark

the termination of the influence cf this issue context space on succeeding

statements. The Respecification Relation marks the beginning of an issue or

event context space's i. n_ fluenc on succeedingutterances-- ather- hen-. he

termination of such of an influence,

'There are three possible forms this relation: (1) Simple

Res ecification. This occurs when an event context space is abruptly closed so

that a new but connected thought may be stated. In sdch a case a speaker may

feel the need to repeat the initial context space, (1), thpugh s/he does not add

anything new to it in the respecificatiOn. An example of this is the

respecification of context space C2 on lines 34737 of Excerpt 1. (2)

Contrastive Res ecification, In this case (1) is respecified to contrast it -(or

relate it) to (3). In such a case there is an overlap of entities or topics

between ( ) and (3). An example, of this is the respecification of context spApe

C6 in Excerpt 3 in terms of the last -issue discussed between Pend V. (i.e., -P's

assessment of her progress in reacting to unpleasant situations with People in

general.) As a second example, I return to the conversation from which ExCerpt

as taken.,

(1) Event Context Space:_ A store manager being discriminatory
Portuguese customers.
A_ Generalization Relation: ,Issue Context Space: The tendency
working class people to be discriminatory.
Issue Context Space: A negative experience with a group of people from
one class causing one to dislike that entire "class of people - related
to (1) by the concept 'prejudice' but not cited in connection to the
events in (1).
AR Illustrative Relation: Event .Context _Space: A woman having -a
negative experience with a group of children- resulting in her dislike
of all children;

(4) (-1) Respecified'to discuss whether the people involved had been doing
anything unpleasant to cause the store manager to have a negative
experience.

-22-
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(3) New Perspective Respecificat on. Sometimes an event context space

brought up to demonstrate one partiular issue, -as is the case in an
A

Illustrative Relation. As a result, a speaker may not feel it appropriate to

discuss other aspects or issues connected with the event context'spaceat that

particular time. However, after the initial issue under discussion has been

exhausted, the speaker_may then feel free to reintroduce that context space and

discuss the other issues connected:to it. In this case there would not be a

connection between (1) and (3), and would not b needed.

Total. Shift Relation. This is the relation between two context spaces

where the succeeding context space introduce a new topic. The . succeeding

context space is introduced when all previous topics have been exhausted. Often

the new topic will involve entities from the previous context space but-this is

not necessary.

The following excerpt demonstrates a number of hese relations.

-EXCERPT 3-

P: 1. I think a lot of progress 'has been made,

2. not a lot - Progress has been made, even
in my not being overly sensitive anymore

4_ to people's hangups, you know. If I see
5. 'someone being totally insecure it's not

5. my fault,. you know, and I don't get that

74 super involved in it. That - I'm

8. actually referring to something laSt
9. night. This girlfriend of mine, Debbie,

10. waa over and we were talking and I think
11. I.nterrupted her, but'I'm not sure, .I'm
12. -really not sure if I did or not. But all

13. of a - Petelluayo all of a gudden her
14. face took on allethese funny ki - she

15. shows her emotions - tegkeenelheeftePlma
,16. features in a way. And I noticed it. And
17. acouple of weeks ago, months ago,

18 would've felt very guilty. What did I do

19. wrong, etc. etc. And-this time I .didn't.

20. And I just finished what I was saying,
21. you know? ARO _there - I might have

22. interrupted her I'm not sure though - end.

C2

FULL ILLUSTRATIVE
RELATION (Cl - C2)
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'3- then I said, "What were you saying ? ", and
24. not getting into, "Why are you upset,"

.25. and "Oh I'm really sorry if I interrupted
26. you." 'Cause if I interrupted her it's
27. all right too. I can interrupt once in a
28. while. And I didn't get into her
29. hangups, or her feelings of insecurity.
30. Um, I was aware of it-tut I didn't start
31. feeling guilty myself. You know, like
32. with - when I went to the movies with
33. Cindy and Bob and I felt she was ignoring
34. him. I noticed it, I really think like I
35: notice these things maybe more than other
36. people, ,which isn't even good. I mean
37. Cindy didn't even know. I mentioned it to
38. her afterwards - remember when- I thought
39. she wasn't talking to him? I mentioned
40. it to her after the conversation. I

4.1. don't know - I said,"On you know I said
42. something about you today." Because I
43. had a tape, and I was listening to the
44. tape, and she goes, "What tape is that?"
45. And then I said, "It's for school." And
46. she went out. And then I said, "Actually
47. you want to hear something?" And
48. played her that first part where I talkc,A
49. about her. And then she goes, "Oh
50. really?" And she goes, "I was ignoring
51. him?" And she wanted to get in this
52. whole trip about how'' she was ignoring
53. him, what she was doing, which I didn't
54. really feel like getting into. But uh,
55. yeah, even there, I mean I noticed it but
56. I didn't start feeling guilty about it.

57. Lc there's some progress but not enough.

58. But you said you were concerned that
59. -Would be disappointed. Yet it sounds
60. like you learned something through that
61. experience of having called.

Some ,Elements Underlying Coherent Conversations

The idea

C3

C.

REFERENCE ILLUSTRATIFE
RELATION (Cl C3)

IC4 GENERALIZATION RELATION
(C2, - C4)

SUBISSUF RELATION
(C1,C2,C3 C4)

FULL ILLUSTRATIVE
RELATION.i(C4 C.5)

JOINING RELATION
C3 (C -4 - C3)

RESTATEMENT RELATION
(C1,C2,C3 - Cl)

C6 CONTRASTIVE
RESPECIFICATION
RELATION
(C6,C1 -

(note: previous discuss on.
of CV no r cZuded)

f hierarchically structured context spaces

dentifying and explaining several mechant

onversations.

useful . in

s for maintaining coherency in
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4.1 Topic Discernment

The notion of 'topic' used in this analysis is equivalent to,the one that

denotesthe relationship that holds between a title and the passage that the

title applies to. This is the relationship that elementary school students are

expected to employ in reading comprehension exams when requested to choose an

appropriate title for a passage. While a passage usually has many possible

titles, based on its context, some of these topics will be more appropriate than

others.

4.1.1 Conversational Coherency -- Topic

The two major tasks confronting a listener are integrating succeeding

utterances with preceding ones and-understanding the point being expressed by a

speaker's utterances. A smooth and coherent conversation from the viewpoint of

the listener is one in which s/he can fulfill both tasks easily. As the studies

of Bransford & Johnson (1972, 1973) illustrate, it is easier for people to

comprehend utterances if they begin their processing some notion of th

underlying topic. Their studies also demonstrate that given such a topic,

listeners will interpret utterances in reference to this topic and will have

difficulty in understanding utterances tangential to it.

Each type of context space relationship has an asnnciated sec, of rules that

identify the type of utterances that are appropriate in its constituent context

spaces. These rules are a formalization of some of the expectations that

,listeners seem to create for themselves so as to be able to easily integrate and

understand a speaker's utterances.

The listener will feel that s /he has correctly integrated a new utterance

if it lies in the same context space as the preceding utterances do or if 8/he

can determine the relationship between the context space in which the new
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utterance qies and the context space in which the preceding utterances lie. A

topic is associated with a context space which covers all the utterances within

If a new utterance lies -within the same context space as previous ones, the
tr

proposed topic ,Willill cover this new utterance. if it does not the listener has

two alternatives; s /he can change the topic of he preceding - utterances to one

which will cover the new Ltterance as well, or decide that the new Utterance

Iles in a- different conte;ct space. Jr the listener can find an alternative

topic to cover both the preceding utterances a=id this new one, then s /he will

change the topic of the context space to this alternative topic. This would

constitute integrating the new utterance with preceding ones. If, however,

there is no topic that will cover all the utterances, a context space transition

has occurred. The listener will then attempt to determine the relation between

the old context space_and this succeeding one by using her /his knowledge of

possible context space relationships. Having found a relation, s /he will use

the expectations s/he has associated with it to generate an appropriate topic

for the succeeding context space. Succeeding utterances will then be processed
.1

in terms of this new topic.

For example, in the context of a Full/Reference Illustrative Relation

after an issue context space has been specified, a speaker beings the

discussion of an event context space), a listener w llaexpect the event context

space to exemplify the issue under discussion and will therefore hypothesize

that h e topic of this ri rrative

issue-context spaee.(9)

be an 'instanoe,(8) of the issue

A is an ' n -anoc of 5 if it is a particular member of the class hat
corresponds to the generic description, B.
(9) Labov & Fanshel (1977) similarly note that the 'evaluative point' (i.e.,
topic) of a narrative (similar to the notion of an event context space) is often
a preceding 'general proposition' (i.e., the issue of an issue context space).

2
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4_2 Semantic Relational Rules

4 2.1 Structural Considerations

u

Conversational Coherency

An appropriate succeeding utterance in light of preceding ones on the part

a speaker is one that a listener can easily integrate with the precedi

_s. A listener_ integrates utterances by using her/his knowledge

possibly context space relationships. Therefore, when a speaker's utterance

results in a context space transition, the succeeding context space should stand

in one of these known text space relationships with preceding context spaces

for the utterance to be appropriate: In ApPendix B a number of 'Semantic

Relational Rules' have been formalized that define appropriateness in .terms of

the above criteria. SEM 1 is an example of such a rule.

(SEM 1) After the specification of an event context space, it is appropriate to
discuss one of its points in general terms, i.e., create an issue
context space (A Generalization Relation); unless: (1) the event
context space has been brought up specifically. to illustrate a separate
issue of concern, and the new issue being highlighted 1.8 not a subissue
of this initial issue; or (2) a second issue context space has been
introduced and not yet fully discussed. (Note that this does not imply
that the event context space under discussion was introduced in
connection with this issue context space.)

1L2.2 State Considerations

It is a speaker's obligation to state her/his remarks in such a manner that

a listener can at all times discern their underlying topic. It has been shown

that a lis

context space'

mplishes this task by noting the relationship of the present

preceding Ones in the conversation and using ,certain_

expe-Ca- i-ns s/he has associated with each type of context spaCe relationship.

In developing a context space, a speaker must take these expectations into

consideration so that

utterances.

tener will not have difficulty in integrating

-27-
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Just 'as speakers take into account their list(le - when ,r_feciding on

the content of a succeeding utterance so, too, a listener must tak=e into account

the speaker when s/he responds. An appropriate responSe on the part

listener is one that adheres to the topic brought 6p by a speaker and those

items upon In ch the speaker is focusing. A listener can determine these items

by recognizing the relationship of the context space developed by a speaker to

tiding context spaces in the discourse.

To capture this influence of preceding context spaces on what may be said

him a context space under discussion, five states have been distinguished. A

context space may be in any one these states at a given time 'in the

conversation. Below the five states are defined and some examples of Semantic

Relational Fules specified in terms of these states are given.

Active: A context space under discussion. There can only be one active

context space at a given point in the conversation.

Closed: A, context space that was previously discussed and. fully specified.

(10)

Open: A previously active,context :space that was interrupted before

completion by the introduction of a new active Conte t spa

Controlling: If, at a given point in the conversation, the active context space

an issue context space and a speaker then introduces an event

context space to exemplify 'the issue of this issue context spece,,

then the event context space introduced becomes the active context

space and the ,issue 'context space is assigfed a 'controlling'

state.

(10 ) My notnotion or 'fully specified' corresponds to the intuitive notion of a

completed story, i.e., one that has reached a conclusion and is not left

dangling.
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Generating: if, at a given point in the conversation, the active co-text space

is an event context space and a speaker then introduces an issue

context space whose issue generalization of one of the event

parts of this event context space, then the issue context space

becomes the active context space and the event context space is

assigned a 'generating* state.

new context space is entered, it is assigned an active state.

t _e same time, the states of previous spaces are --assigned based upon their

relationship to the new active context space. The rules for these assignments

are in Appendix A.

ing distinguished between these states we can now formalize a number of

Semantic Relational Pules in terms of them. A complete list h rules are

given in Appendix B. Three of these rules are illustrated below.

(SEM 8). An open context space demands completion immediately after the

digression has been concluded unless: External events prevent this; in

th6 interim a new context space has been given, an open state status
(The context space most recently left open places the highest demand

for a return.); much time has elapsed since the context space first
became open. The strength of the demand of returning to an open

context space is inversely proportional to the length of time for which
the context space has such a status. The longer a context space is
left open, the lower its influence on succeeding statements and the

lower its chances of being returned to.

(SEM 12) In the presence of a controlling context space, elaboration upon any

event part of the event context space that is not an instance of the
issue of the controlling context space is inappropriate and constitutes
a digression.

(SEM 1 In the presence of two controlling context spaces (i.e., a Subissue

Relation), the joining of the issue of the last controlling context
space to the issue of the first controlling context_space is required,

i.e., it would be inappropriate to have the subissue supersede the
initial issue under discussion resulting in the abandonment of the

initial issue.

EH e is illustrated by the immediate return to Cl in Excerpt 2, after C2

has been concluded; it is due to SEM 12 that context space C2 of Excerpt 2

-29-
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an interruption context space, despite the fact that it describes event parts

that occur in the same episode as the event parts- of Cl; and SEM i 3, is

illustrated in Excerpt 3 by the joining of the issues in Cl and C4 in cont61xt

space C3, and the respecification of Cl on line 57.

4.2.3 An Example Of The Use Of Semantic Relational Rules To Maintain Coherency

The following excerpt demonstrates violations of some of the Semantic

Relational Rules noted above and the sting dynamics of such violatio

within a conversation. It demonstrates that since interruptions are basically

inappropriate, they are highly rule governed and only tolerated up to point.

The excerpt also illustrates a case where the parties of the conversation have

different priorities, context space structures, and focus level astiAgnments. It

demonstrates the initial speaker of some of the conventions no'ed above to

assert her right not to follow the responder's shifts in focus level assignments

and ce.rrtext space formations.

-EXCERPT 4-

It is like walking on eggshells, it

2. really is. Um, I remember hkalhlgEttla
3. in Januar,_:.t. I went home and I, us, was

4. with my cousin, he's my age, I've

5. mentioned - -him before. We were in his

apartment, and um we were talking. I

7. just casually asked how my mother was

8. doing, 'cause I hadn't - you know

9. wasn't involved. I didn't know what was

10. happening. And he goes, 'Oh I think

11. she's depressed.' This is before she

12. changed - she had this whole fiasco with

13. a job= She never liked her position in

14. her job, which was a big part of her

15. stupid problem, that she never changed

16. it.

17. h e a ou le _of - about two months a o

18. I was really angry 'cause I know how much

19. she's suffered 'cause she hasn't had a

-20: career - or feelings of inferiority. And

21. here I'm doing it and she's trying .jo

-30-
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22.
23.

24.

25.

stop me. And so, you know, I get so
angry, and she was sitting and talking
how important it is to have a career F-nd
to be able ',;(3 do what you're doing. And

Conve."sa anal Coherency

26. I was just sitting
, in the living. room

27., dying, really getting angry. But I

28. didn't say anything', ,which I thought was

29, progress that I didn't say anything.

B: 30. Is it? GinERALIZATTOIV RELATIC

(C3 7 (94)

A: 31. Oh it was progress, 'cause I used to get -I

32. into stupid arguments and fights ith jC3
33. them.

34. But isn't_ it hard work, to keep,. ail that
Ca

35. in?

36. But it was better. Because I would get

37. intd arguments with them, and it wouldn't
38. help. What would I do? Just scream or C3

39. say, 'Bow could you say you want' - I
40. would have gotten into an argument.

B: 41. There might he, something ,between an. C4
42. argument and saying nothing.

A: 43. Yeah, but that wasn't eramce to CW

B: 44. Not to feel like you're bursting your jet
gut.45.

A: 46. Yeah. That wasn't even that bad, that_ e to C3)

47. was just a, thing. ELitmLystaa, I went
48.

C2 _MUM RELATIONhome in January and be told me that at,
49. was upset.' (72,C3_,7 C2)

On line .16, 'A interrupts her discussion. contex=t space O2 and begins

discussing context space C3, an event context space related to C2 by the

concepts, 'job' and 'A's mother'. On line 30, B begins issue context space C4,

indicated by her switch to present tense. the issue highLighted in 041 is a

generalization of the event part of context space C3 where A does not empress

her anger to her parents about their attitude about her work. Note that the

introduction of by B is a violation of.SEM 1 as issue context space Cl has

not yet been closed. In the lines which folLow, A refuses to sidetrack onto

-31-
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this new issue, and will only oblige B in so far as discussing the issue as it

pertains to context space C3. A's main concern is to return to lontext space C2

which she has left open (SEM () The respective state and focus assignments for

A and Bat this int in the conversation are as follows_ B has context space

C4 a,s active, and its issue has a high focus level (cf. .c.f 2 and FE, 2, that are

discussed in the appendices). A has not entered context space C4, and her

context space C3 still active. She is discussing an event part of C3 that

for her has a low focus level (Of. FL 15 in appendices) in deference to B. On

line 43, A indicates with the use of the deictic expression 'that', a-at she has

closed context space C3 rself. ('This' refers in general to something in

the active context space, whereas, 'that' refers to something in a closed

context space.) On line 47, A returns to the open context space, C2, which now

becomes the active context space for both A & B.

Determining Focus Levels

A major component of deciding upon a topic of a group of utterances

determining the items upon the speaker is focusing.. They need to be

distinguished from items that are mentioned in a context space merely as

vehicles through which to convey a thought. In order to capture such a

differentiation, a set of Focus Level Rules have been developed drat assign a

'focus level' to each constituent of a context space (i.e., actors, objects,

events / issue, location, time, and duration period).

'Focus' is a function of two arguments, where the first argument is a

context" space entity and the second a specified time in the conversation. This

function, bayed on context space relationships, measures the attention give =n

the entity at the specified time. I would like to stress that my use of focus

does not correspond to an item's place in active memory. Rather, I mean to
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be a more global concept which refers to the priority of (or overall importance

given to) an entity vis-avis the conversation as a whole. As a result, it

possible that an entity is assigned a low focus level. despite its repeated

wention in the active context space. I have chosen an arbitrary classification

of focus into four categories, high, medium, low, and zero, called focus levels,;:

that are approximations of cutoff points along an underlying continuum of focus.

`'he resulting assignment of focus levels has home eorrespondencce to one's

intuitive notion f an entity's degree of importance in a narrative or to an

issue. However, the strength or utility of the set of Focus Level Rules does

not depend upon this correspondence, but rather on its usefulness in determining

the syntactic and semarilt.i relational rules which seem to govern conversational

speech.

The assignments are from the speaker's perspective. The default

assignments for the listener are those of the _speaker, unless the listener's

succeeding utterances indicate othe

41.3.1 Conversational Coherency -- Focus Levels

It is very important to realize that the focus level measurements' of the

entities within a conversation are subjective evaluations, and that the parties

within a given conversation do not necessarily make the same evaluations. As a

conversation proceeds each party is building up a model of the conversation.

Such a model includes the conversation's conteA space structure and associated

states, a notion of the present topic of discourse, and a list of items being

presently focused upon. An important factor upon which the smoothness and

coherency of a' conversation depends is the lack of conflict between the

-- respective models of the participants.
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Partaking in a conversation obliges one to be sensi o the items with

which the second party is concerned. In the role of responder, one is often

required to suspend discussion of one's own ,interests, and discuss those that

the last speaker has brought into focus. If a'berson is unwilling to make this

adjustment, then all parties' will inevitably be frustrated and talk at cross

purposes. Taking turns-can be thought of as alternating between the roles

speaker and responder. As speaker a person indicates what items are in focus

far them, while the appf.opria e action of the- P rider

discuss those items which the speaker has brought into focus.

to continue, to

In Appendix fl the Focus Level Rules are presented. Using these rules, a

listener can determine the focus level assignments of the items introduced by a

speaker in a context space. The rules are based on the relationship of the

active context space to preceding context spaces. The focus level assignments

of the entities making _p th e previous context spaces are also affected by the

new context space. These, effects are specified in the appendix in terms of

their new states. FL 3 and FL 4 demonstrate the effect of a state assignment on

a context space on the focus levels of its constituent entities, while FL 6

demonstrates the effect of the type of context space relationship thatoccurs on

the foot! s levels of the new active context space.

Closed:

(FL 3) When a context space is closed, all of its constituent entities receive
zero focus levels.

Open, Controlling & Active:

(FL 4) The constituent entities of an open or controlling -context space retain

their focus level assignments throughout theltime that the context

space has such a status.' All cited entities of an active context space

are initially assigned low or medium focus levels (depending upon

whether they are referred to by name or description), except those that

are part of. an open or controlling context space. Theoinitial focus

level assignments for these entities are those which they have in the

open or ontrolling context space.

-34-
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An Illustrative Relation:

(FL 6) All events in the event context space 41 an Illustrative Relation
(called a "subspace" of the initial issue context space), that are not
instances of the issue in the issue context space are assigned low
focus levels as these events merely serve as props or background to the
paint being made.

The speaker's speech reflects an entity's focus level. One of the factors

facilitating conversational smoothness and coherency is the correspondence

between these linguistic indicators and the assignments predicted by the Focus

Level Rules. Faced with an inconsistency a listener has a number of options.

One such option is for the listener to reasses her/his assumptions of the

speaker's focus f attention and to reconstruct her/his model of the discourse

so that it will coincide with the speaker's.

One of the linguistic mechanisms by which speakers, ndicate their fobus

level assignments is their use of pronominal reference. An item with a high

focus level will be referred to by pronominal form, whereas an item with a low

focus level will be repeatedly referred to by name or description. A second
r

such mechanism is the use of deictic expressions. 'This' refers to something in

the active context space, whereas, 'that'

context space.(11)

The foildwin

different focus level assignments, and their use of these two linguistic

refers to something in a closed

excerpt demonstrates an example of conversants having

mechanisms to indicate this.

-EXCERPT 5T

G: 1. So I said, 'Let me tell you about my
2. chess gAme.' And bi goes, 'You den't do
3. what, I want you to do so I'm not
4. interested in anything_ you do.' 01-1E,

5. REFERS TO G'S BROTHERXt And so I said,
6. 'Oh,' and we just hung up the phone, you

uliwin (1977) notes a dinalar use of 'this -that' in terms of :.tapir,

3-35-
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7- know, And then my. sister called me back

8. and I didn't tell her I was angry. I

9. didn't say anything,- but I guess she

10. knew. She said, 'Why'd you hang up?'

11. And l'said, 'I thought we had said our

12. goodnights.' Because' sometimes she gets

13. involved and then she becomes the victim,
14.- right? And I didn't want to have that

. 15. happen.

B: 16. This was between the two of vou,

C: 17; Between me and my_brother, and I didn't

18. want her to get involved.

G initially focuses upon her brother and a disag_eement that ey had.

Then, on line 7, she switches her.focus and discusses her sister's role in the

interchange. statement, however, indicates that she has not gone along with

C's switch, and that she is continuing to focus on broth'ehd G's argument

him. (This is strongly reflected in B's speech, by her use of 'this' to

refer to ',,he argument,_ and her use of a pronominal reference, embedded -"in the

plural personal pronoun 'you', to refer to G's brother. ) It is G's response

which is interesting. Despite the fact that it was clear to G what B was

referring to in her phrase, 'the two of you,' G expl ated B's statement. G's

intonation pattern for the phrase, 'between me and my brother' (which is that of

a statement and not of a question) confirms this fact. In addition, it would

have been sufficient for to use the pronoun 'him' to clear any semantic

ambiguities; instead she used the full descriptor, 'my brother'. G did. this

because her. own discourse model her brother no longer hat a high.focus level.

Her reintroduction of him in this manner is an indication to B that this was the

oase. Having made this point clear, G can now either follow B's lead and

refocus on her brother or she can continue to focus WI her sister whom she has

not yet taken out- f high focus. (This is indicated by G's continued

reference to her sister on line 18.)

pr nominal
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5. Linguistic Mechanisms

Conversational Coherency

In studying the transcribed dialogues I observed certain regularities of

speech that often accompany context 'apace transitions. These regularities, I

believe, are the , linguistic-tools used by speakers to indicate their model of

the conversatio

5.

The following five mechanisms have been identified thus far:

Clue Word Shifts and Deicti ,Expre
Explicitly Labelled Shifts
Mode of Reference
Repetition of Words
Tense 'Shift

5.1 Clue Word Shifts and Deictic Expressions

ons

Recognizing the -relationship that a Con:ext space has with preceding ones

enables a listener to determine the states of the preceding context spaces and

the focus levels, of the constituent entities bf the new context space. A

listener then uses these assignments to determine what would be an appropriate

continuance of° the new context space. This recognition is not left solely to

the listener -!s: s- antic'capabilities; it is facilitated by a number of syntactic

clues used by a speaker to indicate precisely what, type of 'relationship:-
P

taking - place. ,Among these, mechanisms i.s the use of linguistic clue words.

Simple words, that one hears everyday .in conversation but probably does not pay

much conscious attention AP, such as "though", "but ", "yeah", "incidentally",

"anyway", "like", "when", and "so ", are in fact wordlf- heavily loaded with:

_Lpformation necessary for'a smooth conversation. 1 have observed that each of

the above words corresponds ti a specific relationship occurring between a

preceding and new context space.(12)

(12) This - is nat to say that each use oftsuch a word signifies a context space
transition. ,One must distinguish between when a v,ford is being used to convey
itscusual,semantic import and when it is serving as a context space shift
mechanism. lE assume that a semantic component would first test each word, to see
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Clue .Word

(SYN

(SIN

(SIN

(SIN

(SIN

(SW
(SIN

(SYN

(SYN

1) Like
2) Like When
3) So

14) dneidentally

5 By the way
6) Anyway
7) (So/But) Yeah
8) Deictic Expressions
'&7hough

9) But

For each clue word an illu

space 'shift mechanism.

(1) Like

Rel tion

Full Illustrative
Reference Illustrative
Restatement
Interruption
Interruption
Return
Joining
Contrastive Respecification

Simple/New Respecification

ration is pr-sented below of It serving as a con

-EXCERPT &

F: 1. I'm starting to, you know, to get more

2 insight about dreams. And they're so

3.. revealing about where you're at. They
/

4. really are. Like -Susan and I spent an
hour the other night just dissecting her:

C:

ext

01 .

POLL ILLVSTRAME
dream. RELATROW - 02)

I know. I should write them down.

F: 8. And she wrote it down, and when I read it

9. I saw new things into it. And it was

10. just so. interesting, And it really-

11. reflected so much of where she's at in

12. therapy and everything.

(ccnvn nt orz 01)

C2

(2) Like When is used to introduce subspace C3 of Excerpt "Yod' know, like
a

with - when I went to the movies with

3 So is used in the restatement of issue co ext space Cl of Excerpt 3 after

the specification of a number of subspaces to it; "So there's some progress but

not enough.".

If its ordinary semantic sense usage would apply In the given sentence.

However, there are additional clues as to whether a word is being used in Its

semantic or 16hift, sense, (e.g., if it is combined with some other shift

mechanism then it too is 'probably serving such a Punotion). In addition, a

cursory- study of the taped seems to indicate different intonation patterns for
the shift and semantic senses of these words. At the present time, however, I

am-not prepar-ed to formalize these differences.

-38-
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(4) Incidentally.is used to in context space Cl of Excerpt 2, and to

indicate the transition onto context space C2; Inaidgatmly, while I was

standing the
47

(5) By the way used to interrupt context space C2 of 'Excerpt and to

indicate the transition onto context space C3; "Bv the. wav, when I was thinking

about Albert .

(6) Anyway

context space

used to return to context space C2c after the digression onto

Excerpt 4; "But arivway, I went home in January and he told

me that she was upset.". k uses 'but' in conjunction with 'anyway' to trongly

close context spaces C3,and C14 for B. B's statements make it clear to A that

B's fOcus of attention lies elsewhere. If a digression is prefaced with either

the clues words 'incidentally' or 'by the way', then the clue' word 'anyway' will

not be used to indicate the n to the interrupted context space. rather,

the clue word 'but' with repetition is usually used. This is because these

terms convey like information about the status of the context space that serves

as a digression. The information conveyed by 'anyway' is: 'The statements that

I have just uttered are tangential to my initial point which I will now return

to.' The information conveyed, by incidentally' and 'by the way' is: 'The

statements I am about to make are tangential to my initial point.'

(7) But/Yeah is used on line 54 of Excerpt 3; "But,

mean I noticed it

even there, I

es the clue word 'but, to close context space C5

and uses the blue word 'yeah' to join the two, issues into one joint issue in the

lea generating context space -- C3.

(8) Deictic Expressions P uses the deic ic expression 'there' as a reference

point t- context space C3, aterpt 3, in her respecification of it ms of

both the initial issue of concern and the subissue (of. 7 above).
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(9) But' is used to close context space C4 of Excerpt 1, and

respecif cation of

ndicate the

text space C2 ; "kW that's what I said, I Said ...

A clue word may. perforM three

1. Indicate a context space transition
2. Reflect on the-state of the preceding context space
3. Indicate which context space is to follow (e.g., a previously -discussed

context space or a new one)

While all three task're performed, by each clue word, some of the clUe words

express these functions more strongly than others. In particular, the clue word

'anyway' best performs f,ction (i.e., i.t says that the succeeding context

space will be a resumption of the last, one left open as a result of the

digression), while the clue word 'but' best performs function 2 it

strongly closes the preceding context

use two clue words in conjunction with each c

Therefore, a speaker will often

In such a case the word that

best specifies the function is used, For instance, a.Return Relation is often

specified by the term, 'but anyway', where the clue word 'but' is being used to

emphasize the close of the digression and 'anyway' Is being usedzto specify- the

return to the interrupted context space.

An appropriate resp&ise cn. the part of a listener to a speaker's utterances

is one that concerns the topic of these utterances And those items which are

shown to be in high focus. Sometimes, however, a person will want -to discuss

something even if it is not in high focus. ,A linguistic mechanism that a

speaker can use to do this, i.e., that will transform an otherwise inappropriate

remark into an appropriate one, is to Preface the comment with the -lue word

'but'. In these cases, one could paraphrase the information that 'but' ca

as: I, the speak ow u, the listener, are focusing on X. Despite the

fact that C may warrant further discussion on my part, or your desire to focus

on it, I wish to return to a different issue -of concern." This is analogous to
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a game situation where it would be inappropriate for players to merely walk off

the ,field but it is all right if they first call "Iimt

Similarly, the clue words, 'anyway', 'incidentally', and 'by the

enable Speakers to inappropriately shift the focus of the conversation without

causing undue disruption. A coherent 'conversation is-one where the topic And

items being focused upon are clear at all times. Digressions -threaten

conversational coherency because just as these items- have been implicitly agreed

upon by- the participants, the assignments are suddenly switched. Because

digressions are so disruptive there are many conventions that people use when

they do digress. Some of these conventions arenoted in the Semantic Relational

Rules (SEM 7 & 8) The accompaniment of digressions with such clue words as,

'anyway', 'incidentally', and 'by the way', are some of these other conventions.

0& could paraphrase the information carried by such terms as, 'incidentally'

and the way', with the following apologetic statement on the part of the

person 'causing the digres "I know that we've just agreed to talk about X,

and have thereby established a topic of discourse and the items that we're goi

to focus on. But just for the moment, please bear with me and suspend all these

assignments. _Let me establish some new ones because I really want to tell you

before we go on with X-" With the clue word 'anyway' the.apology-
,.

follows the act acrd is used to reestablish he old assignments between the

participants

5.2 Explicitly Labelled Shifts

A speaker will sometimes preface a context space shift with a full phrase

to that effect.- Some of the phrases that were used in the dialogues studied

were:
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What I was saying before
Speaking of K
Remember we were talking about X
Oh I didn't tell you that X
Tell you one other thing first

oval Coherency

While this mechanism is neater and more explicit than the clue ward shift it

occurs less eqUently. This is contrary to ritten- text. This is probably

becallse people are clearer and more precise in written text than in Oral speech.

Written text usually presupposes Minimal contextual knowledge on the part of a

reader and thus requires less cross-referencing work.

5.3 Mode of Reference .

A major syntactic mechanism that speakers use to indicate their focus of

attention is the twde=of referende that theY choose for the e _ities -f a given

context space. In analyzing transcribed dialogues, found it more revealing to

- ascertain why, in a place where it would normally be expected, a pronouin was Mt,

used, rather than toly pronoUn resolution. In answering this question I

found that a strategy governs the use or nor- use of pronouns, and I was able to

identify umber of abstract ruler, intricately bound to the theory of

conversation being presented here, that seem to govern intersentential

pronominalizatio

(SDI 10) Within ag[vet context spaCe, actors

referred to by pronominal form
high levels a.re

MR 11) Within a given context space, 'all actors who do not have high focus

levels will not be referred to by pronominal fern. This will be true

even for an entity that is,nreqUently referred to within sequential

utterances (i.e., if this entity is not in high focus it will be
repeatedly referred to by name or description).

It is due t_.SYN 11 that the pronominal form is never ,used for Albert in context

space C3 of Excerpt 1; "By the way, when I was thinking about Alt!trt, 1 was

You know, look/thinking about how I would think about Alpert., years f'rc

-42-
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back upon it and what context Albert would fit in my life. ".

illustrated by context. space C5 of Excerpt 3; "And-she, w

-ule is also

?o ring him. I

noticed it, I really think like I notice these `,pings maybe more than other

people, which isn't even good. I mean, Cljail didn't even know. ". Notice that

Cindy is reintroduced here, despite the fact that she was Just referred by

pronominal form in a preceding utterance (lying in context, space C3). However,

she was only in high focus vis-a-vis C3, based on rule FL 7 (cf. Appendix C);- A

third eacample of an entity's mode of reference being dependent upon its focus

level is illustrated in the following excerpt whe're violations of these

syntactic rules result-in ambiguities and confusion.

EXCEHPT 7-

C: I bought one of these for Arthur. soap.

F: 2. Oh that's nice.

3. He really wanted to get a soap and a dish but he doesn't want to
4. get one when he lives with Wilson, !cause Wilson has one in our
5. bathroom, and anything about 1411,sori really bothers Arthur. He
6. doesn't -want to get one because W_ilsc n has one..,

Does he still spend a lot time there

C: 3. Wilson? No, no not really, he's- not there very often.

F's pronominal reference to Wilson confuses C as her focus of attention is on

Arthur, rather than on Wilson. This is demonstrated by her continual pronominal

ence to Arthur and none so for Wilson. (C's nonpronominal reference to

Ar°thui on Line 5 ban be explained by= the presence of a second male actor within

the same sentence.)

(SIN 12) If the focus level of an actor has been shifted from a high focus
level (by way of FL 22 or 23 ).within a single context space since the
last reference to. the actor, the next reference to this actor will not
be in pronominal form.

The following excerpt illustrates this rule.
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-EXCERPT El-

1. What happened, her boy friend from

2. Holland, ('HER' REFERS TO A WOMAN NAMED
3. TAMMY) - they just left today as a matter
4. of fact, but we've beer' spending the past
5. couple of days together, no just evenings
6. at home - and somehow they got into this

7. discussion about Americans. And they
8. were still doing it. And this- his name
9. is Tom - and he said something, "Oh yeah,

10. Americans are so open. The minute they
11. meet you they tell you their whole life
12. history." And I was getting- very upset
13. because despite everyone saying that -
14. and even her own, TamVA own saying

'* *

Conversational Coherency
S

SHIFT IN FOCUS FROM
TAM A' TO TOM

-(SYN 13) By the time an entity.. is eferred to.with a pronoun 4 must already be

in high focus, unless, the entity is referred to as the agent of an

event and s/he by this time is in medium focus.
,

(SYN 14) If a conversant mentions pm actor that is not well known to the

listener s/he will initially introduce the actor by description. If

the speaker wants to focus on-the actor, s/he will then cite the

actor's name as well. If, however, the actor doeS not play a major

role in the context space, s/he will not be named. Under these

circumstances (i.e., where the -rentity is not well- known to the

coriversants), an entity referred to by description has a low focUs

level; by name a medium focus level; and by pronoun a high focus

level.

Excerpt 8 demonstrates a.speaker's speech reflecting an ac shift along

the focus continuum, from-low to high: Tom has an initial low focus level as

reflected= in P's use of thedescription, 'her boy friend from Holland' to refer

to him on line 1. On line 9, however, P wishes to discuss an event,part of the

episode with Tom as the agent of the event. Doing this would bring him into

high focus. (FL 23). P's statement on line 8, 'his name is Tom' enables P to do

this by bringing Tom into medium focus. From a medium focus level, 'Tom can then

be taken into high focus (SYN 13), as _reflected by Pis next reference to Tom by

the pronominal form.

The following are some of the consequences that hold as e esult of these

syntactic rules and the focus level algorithm specified- earlier.

4 4 7
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A Total Shift Relation demands that the
space be initially referred to by
pronominal form. This is the case even
immediately preceding sentence, but not
SYN. 13 above and FL 21 in Appendix C)

entit
name
if .the

in the

es of the new context
r description -- not by
last reference was in an

same =text space. (cf.

The above explains the need for the reintroduction of Alber by name in ontext-

space C4 of Excerpt 1. A Total(Shift Relation that results in On entitY being

referred to by name after s/he had been referred to by pronominal form i.n the

preceding context space is shown in the following exce pt.

-EXCERPT 9-

1. The first time it happened .I Belt very
2. embarrassed. Because that must have been,
3. an uncomfortable feeling for her. ('HER'

REFERS TO A WOMAN NAMED SALLY W1-10 ,IS TfiE

MAIN ACTOR WITH WHICH THIS CONTEXT SPACE
IS CONCERNED.) Cl

S: And you can't even pick up for her

5, beaause you have no idea where she
stopped.-

0:

9.

And I don't want to say, "I'm sorry for

being so rude and notlistening." But 1,

uh, just let it happen.

71021AL sfirFr
S: 10.

11.

What's the relation like. _en your
father and Sally now?

filLproN (CJ - C2)
C2

2. Actors cited in the succeeding event context space of a- Re/ample
Respecification Relation all demand reintroduction, so as to clearly
establish which context space is being respecified. If, however, by the
time an entity that had a high focus level in the initial discussion of
a simple respecified context space is referenced, the context space has
been firtly re4.established, then that actor may be referenced by

pronominal form. In -a Contrastive Respecification Pelation, .entittes
that are being contrasted with the controlling context space may- be

referred to pronominally. (FL 20, SY11 13)

The speaker's pronominal reference to Carol on line J of Excerpt 1 is ex=plained

by the above qualification on the Simple Respecification Relation.

In an Interruption Relation, the concepts that triggered the digression,
and which nad high focus levels in the interrupted context space, do not
need to be reintroduced in the digression context space. (FL 13, SYR 10)
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A's continued pronominal reference to her mother in context space C3 of Excerpt

4 demonstrates Consequence 3; "Oh I didn't tell you, when 1 was home's couple

- about two months ago, I was really angry 'cause I know how much _she'-

4. 1n2an'illustrative event context space, actors carried over from

preceding issue context space do not need reintroduction. (FL 8, SW

-he

0)

In a Return Relation, the actors that were in high focus before the

digression do not need reintroduction. (FL 17, SYN 10)

ConseqUence 5 is illustrated in Excerpt 4; "But anyway; I went hone in January

and Int told me that he was upset. ".

In a Restatement Relation, the actor involved in the issue under

discussion does not need a. reintroduction. (FL 10,.SIN 10)

Two major p ints of interest here are that the,mode of reference to an

entity can be used as an indication of the focus level of the , entity for the

speaker, and that it can be used as an indication of a context space shift.

The theory ig also able to predicte_14nguistipally legal comb leiations of

clue words and modes of reference. For example, the clue word 'but' alone does

not faciLitate,pronominalization while the clue word, 'anyway' does, the

following. excerpt -demonstrates the clue word 'but' blockitig p

B:

-EXCERPT 10-

1. I think in a way thatls_what she does to

2. me, and I don't like it. .So I try not to

3. do it to her. ('SHE' refers to A's

mother.)

But you said you have some feelings about

5. bringing up this whole topic of what goes

6. on between you and A'_malL You said
7. because.it was negative? 1-
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5.4 Repetition of,Words

In the retelling of an episode, a speaker. will often interject "side

comments" into, the mainstream of the story. These side comments do not res

in context'space transitions. Therefore there is a special mechanism to handle

them. After the side comment has been completed a speaker will recommence the,

telling of the episode by repeating the words that s/he said immediately before

the side comment.

Prior:

-EXCERPT 11-

Then I go "Oh you know, the one from school."

Side Comment:

Whenever I have to justify any of my relationships I go, "They're from
school." And the reason I say it is to justify them, because, you
know, otherwise they're not okay people.

Repetition:

So I said, "Oh the one from s6hool.

In the above, repetition was sufficient Pas only a side-comment was

interjected by the-speaker. Repetition, however, is not sufficient as a context-

space shift mechanism, since it is not strong enough to close an intervening

context space. It can ,he' used as such only when it is combined with certain

additional mechanisms. For instance, a Simple Hespecification Relation

sometimes prefaced with the clue word 'but' (which closes the preceding space)

and a repetition of a significant phrase of the context space being returned -to

(which indicates whiCh context space is being rispecified). When this happens

neither mechanisM is considered alone; so that, for instance, pronominalization

such cases is allowed. The respecification of C2 on line 34 of Excerpt 1 is

accomplished by this means.
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Within the same excerpt, however, there is a misuse of this mechanism as it

is used on line 15 to return to context space C2, after the occurrence of an

intervening context space - C3. As a result, the passage'does not read well at

all. On first reading the passage, line 15 seems to be a continuation of C3

rather than a return to C2. It is only when one reads its Succeeding line,

"That is what I said, and she said...," that one realies that the preceding

line must, in fact, lie within context space C2, rather than context Space C3.

This supports the claim that repetition is not meant.,to be used as a -text

space transition mechanism. The reason that the speaker used it in this manher

was sothat C3 would in fact not be closed, as she wanted line 15 to apply both

to C3 and C2 (her thought and verbal expression were the same 'History will be

kind to Albert."). In'a sense, the speaker at this point joined C2 and C3 into

one context space, and /for this reason she was able to continue to refer to

Carol-by the pronominal form on line 17.

5.5 Tense Shift

Tense seems to be a more locally used mechanism than the ones cited above.

The time an episode occurred is one of the constituent entities of an event

context space, An adverbial phrase such as "four years ago",----or "last week"

usually used for the time specification of a past event. In the retelling of

the actual-episode, speaker seems to mainly use the simple past tense. Thus,

, tense alone cannot be used to order past events froitwo different context

spaces. However, events or issues occurring in the present can be distinguished

-from past events and issues by tense alone. To close a context space whose main

event' occurred in the past, it is sufficient for a speaker to switch from the

past to present tense. Conversely, a switch in tense from present to past is

sufficient to indicate the beginning of a new context space whose main.event, or
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placein the past. The transitions in Excerpt from C2

to Cl, "It era gust so funny ex so afraid...", and from C2 to C4, "I

rp li2,04. that was the terms I put it in. That when - Because, tt'..s_ true,

are accomplished by this method.

Reichenbach (1947) demonstrated 'that the tenses determine the time of an

event in relation three points in tame. These three points are: the time of

speech (S); the actual time when the event took place E); and the reference

point of the eyent (R). (R) is some point in time between (E) and (S ) and can

be thought of hat point in time where. one's focus of attention lies. Within

a conversation, one's focus of attention is on the active context space. I

therefore believe that the reference point of an event , always the time

specification of the context space in which the event is being discussed.

Reichenbach claimed that within a compound statement all constituent claus

must have the sane reference point.(13) I believe that what Peichenbach stated

for a single-statement is true of a single context space as well% ptatements

lying :ithin a single context space must all share the same point of reference

(the time specificationspecification.of the context space). One could therefore define a

context space as being a sequence of utterances all of which have the-same point

of reference. t context space transition could then be defined as a shift in

the reference point (unless a speaker explicitly states that the new reference

point will be the same as that of the preceding context space by using a

temporal connective such as 'while').

It would follow, therefore, that the introduction of events specified in

the past perfect tense does not cause a context space transition. Since the

This principle is stated in 'The Permanence of he Reference Poin
-axed only fior clauses which are combined by temporal connectives such as

'before', 'when', and 'after' ('The Positional Use of Reference Point').

-149-
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reference point of these events is the time of the main event being discussed in

the active context space, their introduction does not introduce new reference

point and, therefore, is -not shifting one's attention onto a new context space.

The past perfect tense seems to be used in the `description of background

material relevant to the active context space, such as: "Pam was a royal pain.

I

All right, so her boy friend tad,_Drokn up with her, but that wasn't my fault."

The speaker's use of the past perfect for Pam's breakup with her boy friend

demonstrates that hp

she introduced it was to help, explain the events and actors of the active-

focus Of concern is not on this event; the only reason

context space.

The past perfect is also used to order in time event parts of the episode

being described in the active context space. A speaker will often switch from

the- simple past tense to tte past perfect tense Ate an event part which had

been left out in the retelling of the episode. The folloWing excerpt

illustrates this type or past perfect usage. The speaker's continued pronominal

reference to an actor of the last active context space 'and her use of repetition

to return to the item mentioned before tie ape caticln of the event in the

past perfect, serve to support the claim that

does not

Prior:

It in a context space transition.

And I said, "Well,"

Event In The Past Perfect:

-EXCERPT 12-

c- in the past perfect

Um, she had sal. something Ifjou' -e not going to: be responsible

about this maybe we should part our ways."

Repetition:

And so I said, "Veil....

adz T
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t. A Process Model

Two of the primary tasks confronting a conversant are (1) appropriately

responding to preceding utterances, and (2) integrating a speaker's utterance

with preceding utterances. Underlying the accomplishment of these tasks is a

conversant's ability to structure & conversation into related context spaces

with associated states and to assign focus levels to each constituent entity of

a context space. The following figures outline the process by which

participants do this.

(1) Appropriately Responding To Preceding Utterances:

LollanlgfRIEmiplt: Figure la. represents a small part of Lhe

process involved in deciding the content of an appropriate response to preceding

utterances. A major element of such a decision process lies in identifying the

preceding utterances that- are relevant to the generation of a response.

Relevant utterances are those in the active context space, and in the preceding

context spaces that related to the active context space.

Using thfe notions of context space relationships and state assignments we

can li 'and constrain the possible types of questions that conversants have to

pose for themselves.

controlling context space exerts an influence on what should be

considered a legitmate response to a succeeding context space (e.g., a response

that introduces a new issue of concern that is not a subissue of the initial

issue is inappropriate = SEM 1). Thus, determining ,an appropriate response,

one must discover whether or not the active context space is being cite in the

presence of a controlling context space. This question is represented by

Configuration A of Figure la.

Given that the listener's discourse model does contain. a controlling

context space, the listener must question if the active context space is an
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event context space cited as an illustration hf a main issue or a subissue under

discussion (Configurations H' and C, Figure la.). If it is an event context

space exemplifying a subissue, as reflected by the presence of a prior

controlling ,context space in the discourse model, the conversant can next

consider whether or not s/he had brought up this prior issue context space for

discussion (Configuration F, Figure l If s/he had, then s/he could feel

free to return to .the initial issue of discussion by joining the two issues into

one composite issue in the last' generating context space (Configuration C,

Figure la.). Other alternatives in this environment (and the case where the

listener had not begun the initial issue of discussion) are represented in

Figure la. by Configurations H,I,J, and K. These configurations, and others of

the figure not here cited, should be self-explanatory.

of Re'uonat: Having decided on the content of a response, a

listener must still determine an appropriate form in which to state it. A

conversant's process of integrating utterances is governed by the assumption

that an -utterance's relationship to previous ones will be reflected in the

linguistic form of that utterance. The variables to decide upon are: choice of

clue word; type of'd *c -ic expressions; tense; and mode of reference. Figure

lb. specifies appropriate linguistic forms for the responses decided upon in,'

Figure la. ( e., those cited in Configurations E,G,H,I,J,K, and L). The

following specifies an appropriate linguistic form for the response decided upon

above -- Configuration C, Figur-

Configwation_ G: Preface the response with °So/But Yeah', and

return to the tense of the generating context space. (This will usually be the

simple past tense, and therefore a tense shift will usually not occur in

kind of environment.) The pronominal form should not be used for first

references to the entities of the generating context space (except for

-53-
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on E: Preface the response with the clue word 'So' and shift to

present tense. Continue use of pronominal reference for high focus level

entities of issue context space.

Configuration G: Preface the response with 'So/But Yeah', and return to the

tense of the generating context space. (This will usually be the simple past

tense, and therefore a tense shift will usually not occur in this kind of

environment.) The pronominal form should not be used for first references to

the entities of the generating context space (except for references to either

oneself or one's conversant as actors in this context space). Deictic

expressions such as 'there' and 'that', rather than ones such as 'here' and

'this', should be used for first references to entities of the generating

context space.

Configuration H: Preface the response with the clue wrord 'But' and respecify

the event part of the closed context space that exemplifies the issue of the

controlling context

first eferences, and deictic expressions such as 'there' should be used

initially.

Configuration Return to present tense. All entities of the controlling

context space in high focus may be referred to prop -inally in the respOnse.

Deictic expressions such as 'here' and 'this' should be used.

Configuration y Preface the response with the clue yard 'Like', or 'Like

When' if you've previously (on a different occasion) told this episode to your

conversant and believe that s/he would remember it. First references to any

space. Again, the pronominal form should not be used for

entity in the new event context space that is not an entity of the controllin

context space with a high focus level should not be in pronominal form, even if

this entity appears in the last active etient context space.

Configuration K: References to entities of the active context space, that do

not play a role in the issue under discussion should not be in pronominal form.

Configuration L: Shift to present tense. References to actors of the event

context space that do not play a role in the controlling context space should

not be in pronaMinal form, even if they have been referred to by pronominal form

in the active context opace.

FIGURE

TO CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE LINCUIST1 FGi FOR

A DECIDED' UPON RESPONSE.
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references to either oneself or one's conversant as actors in this context

Space). Deictic expressions such as 'there' and 'that', rather than ones such

as 'here' and 'this', should be used for first references to entities of the

generating context space.

(2) Inte satin_ A New Utterance With Precedin Utterances:

A listener will feel that this task is accomplished if a new utterance lies

in the Same context space as the preceding ones or if s/he can determine the

relationship between the context space in which the new utterance lies and the

context space in which preceding utterances lie. Thus, one of the first steps

in the process of integrating utterances is to decide if the new utterance lies

in the same context space as the preceding utterances.

In order to determine whether a new utterance lies in a different context

space listeners can take advantage of the linguistic context switching

mechanisms that are at a speaker's disposal. The first step of the process of

integration will be to test the new utterance for a linguistic context switching

mechanism. This step isrepresented by Configuration A of Figure. 2. Figure.2

indicates the existence- of different processes to be triggered, depending upon

whether on not a context switching mechanism has been used, and, if so, which

particular one was used. Only one of these processes will be discussed here:

the process triggered by a tense shift as it is represented in Figu're 3.

A shift present tense usually indicate- a

transition onto an issue context space. Given that the preceding context ,space

was an event context space (Configuration A, Figure 3), it is necessary to

determine whether the environment of this event context space already contains

sue context space (Configuration J, Figure 3). If it does, the first thing

to check is whether or not the new utterance repeats or elaborates upon the

issue of this issue context space (Configuration C, Figure 3).
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If the new utterance does not refer to the issue already under discussion,

the listener would note the introduction of a new issue context _space

(Configuration E, Figure 3). At this point, the listener must determine whether

the new issue being highlighted is a generalization of an event part of the

active context space (Configuration F, Figure 3). If it is, the listener must

then consider whether this new issue can be seen as a subissue of tne

issue under discussion (Configuration G, Figure 3).

If the new issue can be seen as a subissue, but the listener was the one

who introduced the initial issue context space into the discussion, it is

her/his prerogative to decide whether s/he ,sees this new subissue as being

relevant in her/his case (Configurations Q and R, Figure 3).

A listener has two courses of action if s/he feels the subissue not

rele6nt: Process the new issue only as it pertains to the active event context

space, i.e., do not close the active context space or create a new active issue

context space (Configuration H, Figure 3); follow the speaker's lead and create

a new active issue context

If the latter option is chosen, a- listener must first decide upon the

status of the preceding issue context space before creating a new active issue-

context space. A listener can consider the .introduction of a new issue context

space in this environment as closing the controlling -space if the event context

space has been sufficiently developed to illustrate this issue, and s/he feels

the Speaker means to close it (Configurations I - K, Figure

If the listener, however, feels that either s/he or the speaker might wish

urther discuss the active or controlling context spaces, s/he will consider

the introduction of this new issue context ,pace an interruption. This decision

results the following changes in the listener's discourse model

(Configurations L Figure A. A note on will be made in the active
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context space that it was initially introduced to exemplify the issue of the

controlling context space; B. current focus level assignments of the entities

of the active context space will be saved; C. the controlling context space

will be assigned an open state; D. the entities of the active context space

will be assigned low focus levels; E. the active context space will be assigned

_

a generating state; F. the new issue context space will become the active

context space.(14)

Returning to Configuration R, Figure 3, had he listener felt that the

issue raised by the speaker was indeed relevant to her /his initial concern in

the controlling context space, the listener jould not consider this discussion

interruption on the part of the speaker. This would be noted in the

listener's discourse model by her/his not reassigning the controlling context

space an open state. Rather, though the listener would create a new active

issue context space, s/he would note the expectation of a'joining of the new

issue to the initial issue of discussion by leaving the initial issue of

discourse in a controlling context space ( nfigurati S Figure 3).

7. Excerpt 3 Analyzed In Terms Of The Theory

The following analysis of Excerpt 3 illustrates the parsing a

conversation into related context spaces, wherein each context space is defined

its constituent entities.

14 Saving the 'environment' of the active event context space (via A. and B.)

is necessary. After completion of the digression, a return to this event
context space will automatically result in the re-establishment of its initial
purpose in the discussion, i.e., we can then automatically re-establish the open
issue context space as a controlling context space. To enable this the. list of
the constituent entities of a context space must be updated to include a pointer
to a place wherein we can store the environment of an active context space when

needed.

6
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CI:, Actors:
Issue:

;Time:

Duration:

C2: Acto
Main Event:
Event Parts:

Time:
Duration:
Location:
Topic:

The relationship be

C3: Actors:
Main Event:
Event Parts:

Time:

Duration:
Location:
Topic:

The relationship

C4: Actors:
Issue:

The

rely

Time:
Duration:

Conversat oral Coherency

P's assessment of her progress -in reacting to unpleasant

situations with people in general
The present
The past few mantis

P, Debbie
A conversation between P and D
P interrupts D while D is speaking
D appears insulted

notices D's discomfortp
P continues speaking, and does not feel
situation
P asks D to continue what she had been saying
The night before the present discussion between P and F
Unspecified
P's apartment
P not getting upset or feeling guilty about D's getting

uptight

g ty over the

n Cl and a is Full Illustrative Relation.

Cindy, and Boh

P, C, and B at the movies
P feels that C is ignoring B
P does not feel responsible for the situation
Sometime in the past
Unspecified
A movie theater
P not feeling guilty or responsible for C's ignoring B

between Cl and C3 is a Reference Illustrative Relation.

P, and people in general
P's beliefthat she notices
other people do
The present
Unspecified

relationship between C1,C2,C3 and C4

ionship

unpleasant situations more tban

a Subissue Relation. The

between C2,C3 and C4 is a Generalization

C5: Actors:
Objects:
Main Event:
Event Parts:

Relation.

P and Cindy
A tape
A conversation between P and C
P is playing a tape
C asks P what tape she,,is playing
P says it is for school, but then decides to let C hear the

part of the tape which concerns C
C states that she was unaware of her actions, as described
by P in the tape
C then begins 'to discuss with P the'r_ e--ed to event
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P does not wish to continue the discussion with C
Time: After a conversation between P and F about the events

described in the tape
Duration: Unspecified
Location: UnSpecified
Topic: C not being aware of an unpleasant situation, wherear, P was

The relationship between C4 and C5 is a Full Illustrative Relation.

The relationship between C1,C4 and the second citation of C3 is a Joining

Relation.

C6: Actors: P,F, and a person A
,

Issue: be,- disappointedfear that F would be isappointed n her action
of having called person A, as the call enabled to assess

F.11er progress in handling unpleasant situations

Time:
Duration:

The present
From the time of the call to date

The relationship between a previous discussion of C6,C1 and this

a Contrastive Respecification Relation.

on of C6

In the table below, for each active context space, each of its constituent

entities (as specified above) with it.s associated focus level and FL rule upon.

which the assignment is based, is listed. In addition, each of the context

spaces preceding this one, with its associated state and SA rule upon which the

assignment is based, is listed.

fswlsxt_ Entity F.L. FL P.C. State SA

Cl P High 2

Issas High 2

Time Low 2

Duration Low 2

C2 P High 8 Cl Controlling 1

D.(vis a vis C2) High 7

Main Event Low 6

Event Part 1 Low 6

Event Part 2 Low 6

Event Part 3 Low 6

Event Part 4 High 9

Event Part 5 Low 6

Time Lcw 7

Duration Zero 1

Location Low 7
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C3 High 8 C2 Closed

C C3) High 7 Cl Controlling 1

Low 7

Main Event Low 6

Event Part 1 Low 6

Event Part 2 High 9

Time Low 7

Duration Zero 1

Location Low 7

C4 P High 2 C3 Generating
Issue High 2 C2 Generating
Time

.
Low C1 Controlling 4

Duration Zero 1

High 8 C4 Controlling 4'

C (vis-a-vis C5) High 7 C3 Generating 4

A Tape Low 7 C2 Generating 4

Main Event Low 6 Cl Controlling 4

Event Part 1 Low 6

Event Part 2 Low 6

Event Part 3 Low 6

Event Part 4 High 9

Event Part 5 Low 6

Event Part 6 Low-

Time Low
Duration Zero

Location Zero

C6 P High 2 & 20 C5 Closed
F High 2 & 20 C4 Closed

Zero 1 C3 Closed

issue High 2 & 20 ,C2 Closed

Time Low 2L Controlling

Duration Zero =

Using these assignments and the Semantic Relational Rules

formally explain a number of the elements dete

we can now

ining the conversants' choices

of statements in the excerpt.

1. Notice that in citing C2 P.does not mention other events that probably

occurred in this episode between herself and Debbie. Her discussion.is

limited to those events that re necessary to make C2 understandable to F,'

as explained in SEM 10.

2. Though P demonstrates that she is bothered 'by the possibility that she

interrupted Debbie, thereby Causing the resulting unpleasant situation, she
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does not., herself todwell on this part of the episode. SEM 12

explains P's reluCtance to discuss this event part that introduces the

tangential issue of P perhaps causing the unpleasant situations that she

finds herself in.

In citini'1C3 only mentions the main event and event part that:/-exemplifies

the issue in C1, SEM 9 explains P's choice of statements.

Knowledge of !SEM 13 enables F to recognize that the ere' in P's

statement, -'But, uh, yeah, even them, I mean I noticed it but I didn't

start feeling guilty about it,' a r6.Arence to

5. , Reading the excerpt one- finds.F's response to P's statements appropriate.
1

Its appropriateness is due to the fact that it er hcerns the issue upon which

P has been focusing, as captured by SEM 5. We would probably all agree that

responses by. F that concerned either the movie mentiohe2 byT in C3, or the

tape recorder mentioned by P in C5, would be inappropriate. The

inpprOpriatenesa of these responses are captured by SEM 15.

8.-Conclusion

The-. under Lying elements that govern conversational speech and by which

ersants maintain coherency in their conversations are Summarivid below.

kconVersation is not merely a temporal sequence' of utterances, but
instead'is made -up of a number of context spaces. There,are two types
of context :spaces that make up a conversation: issue context spaces
and event context spaceb-

toth issue and event context spaces are made up of a number of.
Constituent entities:

An-Ossue context pacwis defined by a general activity, actor
time, duration period, and topic.

An event context 6pace'is defined by a 'main event and its parts,
actors, time of occurrence, duration period, location, and topic.
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2a. Associated with each -context space is a 'state assignment which

specifies the influence of the context space on succeeding utterances.

2b. Associated with each of the constituent entities oft context spar is

a: focus level assignment that specifies the relative importa
each of the entities to the context space. The focus level or an

entity determines its mode of reference and whetter it-is reasonable
to further discuss'it in succeeding utterance-

A conversation is not a mere temporal sequence of unrelated
andspaces. 'Context spaces themselves relate to each other' aler' nd form

hierarchical networks. The possible"types of such relationships are.:

1. Illustrative & Restatement Relations

,--. 2. interruption & Return Relations

3. Subissue & Joining Relations

4. Respecification Relations

5. Total Shift Relation

A
3b. Each of the tbove relationships is governed by rules .4hich constrain

its formation. These rules are bound to the notion of state

assignments.

There are specific linguirtie rules that must be employed to enable

smooth context space transitions. The five major mechanisms that have
been demonstrated are:

1. Clue-Word a shifts & Jeictic Expressions

2. Explicitly Labelled Shi

Mode of Reference

Repptitfon of Words

Tense Shift

These _rules form a partial theory of conversation. A coherent

conversation is one ( made up of context spaces related and formed ty
such rules.

A theory such as this is necessary to understand the nature!' of a

conversation, and -the high level syntactic and semantic relational rues that

people seem to use in conversational speech. -
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The State Assignment Rules

As each new context space is entered, it is assigned an active state. At

the same time, the states of previous spaces are reassigned according to the

rules listed below. The assignments are based on the relationship of those

context spaces to the new one, and are from the .speaker's perspective. The

reader hou ld Pef back to Section 3 for the definition of each relationship

and Sect' n 4.2-2 for the definition of each state. In the table below, the

.1Y: roduction of a new active context space is represented by the creation

new environment (ie. ENV. in the table),. and the context spaces involved are

represented by parenthesized numbers'; as defined in Section 3. For example, the

Illustrative & Restatement Relations were represented by:

(2)

(3)

Issue context space
(Event context space that exemplifies the issue in (1))+
Issue context space of (1) restated

The introduction of the initial issue-context space ( ) is represented by ENV.

1. Each citation of an event context apace (2) is represented by ENV. and

the restatement of the initial., issue context space (1) is represented by ENV. 3.

In the fable only the first instance of an optionally repeatable item is

specified. Each repeated instance of such an item closes the preceding citation

of that item, and the new instance becomes the active context space. However,

such a new oitation does not ffeet the states of the context spaces of a

different categ Y. For example, the citation of a second e p context space

in an Ill,,,trative Relation, closes the first event context space cited, but it

does not affect tta state of the issue context space that remains controlling.
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(SA 1) Illustrative & Restatement

ENV, 1 (1.) Active

ENV. 2: (1) Controlling (2) Active
ENV. 3: (2) Closed (3=1) Active

(SA 2) Generalization

ENV. (1) Active
ENV. (1) Generating -(2) Active

(SA 3) interruption & Return

ENV. 1: cly Active
ENV. 2: (1) Open (2) ' 1,ive
ENV. 3: (2) Closed (3=1) Active

(SA 4) Subissue & Joining

ENV. 1: (1) Active
ENV. 2: (1) Controlling (2) Active

3: (1) Controlling (2) Generating (3) Active
ENV. 4: CO Controlling (2) Generating (3) Controlling _4 Active
ENV. 5: (2) Closed (4) Closed (5=1&3) Active

or
ENV. 5: Controlling (3) Controlling (4) Closed (74 Active

Conversational Coherency

(SA 5) specification - New Fe peetive/Simple

ENV. 1: -(1) Active
ENV. 2: (1&2) Appropriate assignments dependent on relationship
ENV. 3: (1&2) Closed (3) Active ;

ENV.' 402) Closed (3) Closed (4:1) Active

(S4 6) Respecification. - Contrastive

ENV. 1: (1) Active

ENV. 2:_(1&2) Appropriate assignments dependent on Ilationship
ENV. 3: (1&2) Closed (3) Active
ENV.,4: (2) Closed (3) COntrolling (The issue context space) (4= Active

(SA 7) Total Shift

ENV. 1: (1) Active
ENV. 2: (1) Closed (2) Active
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APPENDIX B

The Semantic- Relational Rules

A semantic relational rule specifies what would be an appropriate'

continuance of previous utterances. These rules are determined by the

underlying structure of a conversation, the states of preceding context spaces,

and the foe,." level assignments of constituent entities of the active context

space. The rules apply to both speakers and responders unless otherwise noted.

Structure - Context Space Relationships:

(SEM 1) After the specification. of an 'event context space, it IS appropriate. to

discuss one of its points in general terms, i.e., create an issue

context spaCe (A Generalization Relation), unless.: (1) The event

. context space has been brought up specifically to illh-trate a-separate
issue of concern, and the ,new issue being highlighted is not a subissue
of this initial issue; or (2) a second iesue Context space has been
introduced and not yet fully discUssed. (Not that this does not imply
that the event context space under discnseion was introduced in

connection with this issue context space.)

(SEM 2) After the specification bf an issur, context space, appropriate
cite an instance of that issue. (An Illustrative ela

(SEM 3) After the specification of an event context space as an illustration of
a controlling issue_ context space,. it is appropriate to generalize.Upon
an event of that event context space that is not an instance of the
issue und6r discussion if this new issue can be seen as a subissue of

the issue of the controlling context Apace. (A Subissue Relation)_

(SEM It) It is appropriate to either generalize or particularize the issue of an
issue context space. Such an action does not constitute a context

_space transition,

(SEM 5) After the specification of an issue context space, it is appropriate to
rediscuss a closed context space in-:light of this new issue context

space. (A ContrastiVe'RespecificatiOn Relation)

6) If there is a lapse in the conversation, or all tte context spaces have
been closed, then it is appropriate to begin a new and unrelated
If this is not the case it would be inappropriate to do so. (A Total

Shift'Rilation)
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States:

Open:

(SEM 7) In the presence of an open context space, it is inappropriate to create
a second open context space, i.e., it would be inappropriate to digress
on a digression.

(SEM 8) An, open context space demands Completion immediately after the
digression has been concluded` unless: External events prevent this;
in the interim a new context space has been given an:open state status
(The context space most recently left open places the highest demand
for a return.); much-time has elapsed since the context space first
became open. The strength of the demand of returning to an open
Context space is inversely proportional to the length of time for which
the context-space has such a status. The longer a context space is
left open, the lower its influence on succeeding statements and the
lower its Chances ok' being returned to.

Controlling:,

(SEM 9) In citing a reference illustrative context space, only the main event
and the event,parts that directly refer to the issue under discussion
are propriate.

(sE

7

10) In citing a full illustrative context space, only brief mention of the
event. parts that occurred prior to'the event part that is an instance
of the issue under discussion, and that are necessary to make the
episode understandable, is appropriate.

(SEM 11) In the presence of a controlling context space, elaboration upon actors
and objects that were not part of the initial issue context space is
inappropriate and constitutes a digression.

(SEM 12) In the presence of a controlling context space, -elaboration upon any
event part of the. event context space that is an instance of the
issue of the controlling context space is inappropriate. and constitutes
a digression.

(SE 1 ) In the presence of two controlling context space (i.e., a Subissue
Relation), the joining of the issue of the last controlling context
space to the issue of the first controlling context space is required,
i.e., it would be inappropriate to have the subIssue supersede the
initial issue under discus6ion resulting in the abandonment of the
initial issue.

Focus Levels: The following twu rules apply to responders.

(SEM 14) For an utterance to be appropriate as a response to speaker's
development of a context space, it must at least-concern an entity with
a high focus level in the active context space.
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(SE 15) An utterance that is concer:led with an en ::y from the active context
space that has a low Jr medium focus level is an inappropriate
response, and results in o formation of an Interruption Relation.

APPENDIX C

The Focus Level Algorithm

Each constituent entity of a given context space - actors, objects, events,

issues, location, time, and duration period - has an associated focus level

assignment. There are four levels of focus: high, medium, low, and zero. The

focus level of an entity indicates its mportance at a given time in the

conversation. These assignments are derived from the relationship of the entity

to the context space of which it iei part, and the relationship that this context

space has with preceding ones. It is clear that' intonational stress and marked

syntactic structures such as topicalization, pseudo cleft-, and clefts)

can be used to determine, and do reflect, the focus levels of entities. :These

markers have not been

dialogues studied

incorporated or

I did not

used in thiS work, because

0_
find major employments of them.

in the

In addition,

believe the approach .taken here elucidates the cognitive' reasoning behind the

differentiations, whereas a syntactic analysis does not.

The focus level assignments are from the speaker's perspective. The

default assignments for the other participants are these same assignments,

unless a succeeding utterance on the part of a participant indicates otherwise.

A participaht----,--P23./may not follow the lead of a speaker, P1 because s/he feels

P1 way being inappropriate. This could occur, for example, if P2 felt that

conventions called for P1 to be in the role of responder. In such a situation,

Pi would not have the license to introduce new items into foous. Of course, an

alternative cause may be just P2 being inappropriate.

(FL- All unspe ified entities of a context space receive zero focus levels.

7
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(FL 2) An:initial issue context space sets up the concern to be focused upon.

As a result the :issue receives a high focus level. If the issue

.concerns an entity then that entity receives a high focus level as well.

For example, if the issue is 'A's mother being clumsy', then A's mother,

as well as the issue, receive high focuS levels. All entities not

mentioned as part of the issue receive low, -focus ;levels.

There is an interaction between the state of a context space and the rocus

levels of its constituent entities.

Closed:

(FL 3) When a context space is closed, all of its constituent entities receive

zero focus levels.

Open, Controlling & Active:

(FL 4) The constituent entities of an open or controlling context space retain

their focus level assignments throughout the time that the context space

has such a ',status. All cited entities of an active context space are

initially assigned low or medium focus levels, (depending Upon whether

they are referred to by name or description), except those that are part

of an open or controlling context space. The initial, focus level

assignments= for these entities are those .that they have in the open or

controlling context space.

G6nerating:

(FL 5) The entities of. a generating context space have, low focus levels

throughout the time that the context space has such a status.

There is an interaction :between the relationship of a°'context space to

previous ones and the 'esulting focus levels of its.con-tituent entities.

Illustrative:

(FL 6) All events in the event 'context space -in an Illustrative Relation

(called a "subspace" of the initial issue context space), that are not
instances of the issue in the issue context space,are assigned low focus

levels as these events merely serve as props or background to the point

,being made.

(FL 7) All entities cited in the subspace that not play a role in the issue

context space (i.e., within the issue itself) have initial low or medium

focus level assignments. Main actors of the subspace may later receive

high focus levels within that space if they are mentioned as agents of

events occurring in the episode. ..However, they are only cocsidered to

be in high focus vis-a-vis the events of the subspace.
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(FL 8) The actors in the subspace which are part of the initial concern retain
their hign focus level assignments within the subspace. (This follows
from SA 1 and FL 4.)

9) The event part of the subspace that. is an instance of the is ;itial issue'

receives a high focus level assignment.

atement:

(FL 10) Upon the return to the issue context space all entities begin with the .

same focus levels as they had before the citation of the subspace. (This
follows from SA Land FL 4.)

Generalization:

(FL 11) Actors of the generating context spaces that are cited in the succeeding
is:ue context space receive high focus levels, after their first
reintroduction in the issue context Space.

(FL 12) The activity of the generating context spaces which cited in the
succeeding issue context space receives a high focus lev-ei in the issue
context upace.

Interruption: One need only discuss an interruption that is caused by an

mentioned in the preceding cont. xt space, as in the other two cases (i.e., a

forgotten item; an external event) there is no overlap of concepts between the

initial context space and the context space which serves, as a digression.

(FL 13 The initial focus level assignments of the actors of the succeeding
context space that appeared in the interrupted context space are those
which these actors had in the interrupted space. (This follows from SA 3
and FL 4.)-

(FL 14) If any new actors appear within the new .,-.]ntext space they are assigned
low focus levels.

'(FL 15 ) Events not related to the concepts that triggered the digression receive
only low focus levels.

(FL 16 )__EVeni-s-related directly to the concepts that triggered the digression
receive high focus levels.

Return:

(FL 1,7).-Upon the return to the interrupted context space. all of its entities
begin with c'the same focus level assignments as before the digression.
(This follows from SA 1 and FL 4.)
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Subissue:

(EL 16) Same as FL 11 & 12

Joining:

(FL 19) Same as FL 10

Respecification:

(FL 20) In a_New Perspective Respecification Relation, focus level assignm

are the same as in a Total Shift Relation. In a Simple Respecification

Relation, all entities have low focus level assignments until the

context spaccis firmly re-established. Once it is re-established, its
entities are assigned the focus level assignments that they had in the

first specification of the context space. In a Contrastive
Respecification Relation, entities that are contrasted with the issue in
the controlling context space receive high focus levels. Other cited

entities have low focus levels. (This follows from SA 6 and FL 3 & 4.)

Total Shift:

(FL 21) Upon entrance to the succeeding context space all entities have zero

focus levels. (This follows from SA 7 and FL 3 & 4.) First references-

to entities put them in low or medium focus, except for entities

mentioned as agents of events. They are assigned high focus levels
after their first reference.

The focus level of an actor A can shift frob high to medium within a single

context space if:

(FL 22) A second participant is introduced in conjunction with actor A as being

equally involved in the events or issue under discussion. In such a case
neither individual actor'has a high focus level.

(FL 23) A second entity is brought into high focus from a medium focus level by

the discussion of'an,event part in which that actor acted as agent and
actor A did not.
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